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Carson nach tig sibh sgriob a nall chun nan
Eileanan an lar a' fagail fuaim, truailleadh

agus othail an latha diugh as ur deith. Caith
dhibh gach c&ram 's uallach is bithibh fo

gheasaibh anns an t-saoghal aluinn seo de
dh'eileanan, traighean agus cuaintean

dealrach.

Carson nach tig sibh ma tha airson tide a
chur seachad anns an duthaich fharsaing
neo-thimeil seo. Cd aig tha fios... 's ddcha

gun larg sibh sibh fhein.

Why not come and lose yourself in the
Western Isles? Escape the madding crowd
and leave behind the noise, pollution and
traffic of the twentieth century. Slough off
your cares and tensions in this magical,
enchanting world of islands and beaches

and sparkling ocean.

Come and get lost in this land of wide
space and slow time. Who knows... you

might just find yourself.

(With acknowledgements to the Western
Isles Tourist Board - Bord Turasachd nan

Eilean)
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INTRODUCTION

The Idea for a cruise to the Westem Isles came Hugh de las Casas whom I recruited then,
to me during an earlier, shorter Wayfarer cruise describes in the log. I was determined to be firm
around the Small Isles (Canna, Rum and Eigg). about the outline aims and dates, so that any
Over the following months the idea was refined crew recruited would have to fit in with the three-
into a more precise aim. week schedule. In the end Hugh and Frank

Friedmann split the period between them, which
The aim was, stated simply, to sail from meant a crew change-over in the Westem Isles
Mainland Scotland to the Westem Isles, then (at Barra). I hope that they feel the additional
along as much as possible of their length (they travelling was a price worth paying to preserve
are about 120 miles from north to south), and the orginal concept.
finally to return to the mainland starting point.
Tied in with this also was a desire to visit as Frank was recruited in my local library, where I
many islands as possible. I wanted to see the caught him copying the Harwich tide tables out
smaller inhabited isles, such as Barra, Vatersay, of an almanac. By now Hugh and I had
Eriskay and Scalpay, and to explore some of the completed a weekend shake-down cruise out of
uninhabited ones, especially the southemmost Harwich and so it started a conversation which
group of the Outer Hebrides. ended in Frank doing a day sail at Rutland (in

appalling rain and wind) and then committing
The Plan. I realised after my earlier cruise that at himsel to the cruise. I did know Frank already
least three weeks would be needed to achieve though not very well; Hugh was a stranger to me
this aim with any degree of completeness. The until that Winter Weekend.
plan had a degree of flexibility to allow for
spontaneity, personal whim and days lost due to Planning meetings were pretty minimal and
bad weather, and also possessed the degree of mainly concerned with train, bus, ferry and even
commitment or uncertainty of completion that plane timetables. Work commitments finally
gave the cruise the level of challenge that I whittled Hugh's participation down to eight days;
wanted. The June-July period fitted in with my fortunately Frank was able to expand his holiday
work commitments and provided the long hours to fill the gap and a change-over day of 6th July
of daylight that add much to the safety and was agreed with Barra as the place. I felt fairly
enjoyment of summers in the Hebrides. I settled certain we could make it there by then. (If we
on Plockton as the start and finish point largely couldn't the whole plan was in jeopardy.)
on the recommendation of other UKWA
members, especially Clare and Brian Symes. We are grateful to Geoff and Stephanie

O'Donovan, our "shore contacts", for their
I decided, at Pat Dollard's suggestion, to buy a patience in receiving and relaying a variety of
handheld VHF radio. The purchase cost, and the telephone messages during the cruise.
fees for the licences (both "ship" and operators)
was considerable but in the event we all judged it The photographs. We would like to thank Bill
worthwhile. Kemp of the yacht Tangon for sending us his

photographs of CamusfeArna leaving Canna
The boat was to be my 16 foot dinghy Harbour. These are identdied in the captions.
CamusfeArna, (W 5953) a standard Mark 2 GRP The other 6" x 4" photographs were taken by
Wayfarer class boat which I have owned for Mike and the 7" x 5- ones are by Frank.
several years. I therefore have confidence in its
seaworthiness and in my ability to handle it. It is The log which follows is based closely on notes
equipped for racing as well as cruising in the made by Hugh, Frank and Mike during the
spirit of lan Proctor's original design brief - 'a cruise. At sea, bref notes were kept in the ship's
cruising and racing dinghy'. I have raced her log, a small notebook kept in the chart case. We
regularly through the winter with some success each also wrote up our own more extended
at dub level, and with disappointing lack of journals when in harbour. To preserve the
success (but much enjoyment) at the Nationals spontaneity of these originals, we have applied
at West Mersea shortly before this cruise. the minimum amount of editing needed to make

them intelligible. We trust readers will forgive the
The Idea started to become reality at the resulting inconsistencies of style, and will find in
Wayfarer Winter Weekend (a non-sailing event) the log useful information as well as inspiration
held at my own club, Rutland S C in April, as for their own dinghy cruising.
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Day 1: Saturday 27th June subtlety. The light here has the hard, constantand unremitting quality which seems to go with
Launch at Plockton, Wester Ross ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~the grittiness of the people who are attracted to

Launch at Plockton, Wester Ross these mountains and their rocklaces.

HW Ullapool 0507h 1738h We drove northwards, through Fort William and

Forecast (Friday 0900h MetFAX: SW 6 under Ben Nevis - just visible but curiously
easing to 4-5 uninteresting. Then we tumed left towards the

_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ ____ Kyle of Lochalsh.

Mike's log: We had a pleasant drive up from We reached Plockton at about 6 pm and found a
Leicester with Hugh who had come from Norwich hard slipway at the far end of the village from
by train after work on Friday. A rather late which we launched the boat. The owner of the
farewell party with Frank and Jill together with bed and breakfast next to the slipway was
the early start, made me sleepy and I was glad helpful and offered to keep an eye on the car
to doze during Hugh's stints at the wheel. The and trailer for us.
VW Golf tows the Wayfarer pretty well for its
weight. We had brought too much food. Packing it all in

with the necessary equipment was the subject of
Hugh's Log: Left Oadby, Leicester, with Mike several committee meetings between captain
Spathaky in his VW Golf and towing his and crew before the boat actually touched the
Wayfarer, CamusfeArna at 6.20 am. An water.
uneventful drive through Northern England and a
joumey Mike had made many times before I was Here's what went in:
to discover.

Under the foredeck:
We ate sandwiches in a lorry park at Hamilton Port side: Tent and frame (UKWA Mk 3), sailbag
just south of Glasgow, then drove through the with cruising main (never used). First aid kit.
city and into a large traffic jam. One day I'd like Starboard side: pr 8'6- oars, pr wooden paddles,
to spend time in Glasgow. I had a strong jibstick, spinnaker pole, 2 rolled sleeping mats
impression of a city hauling itsel up by the Central: spare rudder and tiller, chafts in case.
bootstraps. We passed terraces of houses built
from a wonderful warm coloured (almost sunset Secured against forward tank:
coloured) stone. The Houses were fine and 2 rectangular plastic mop buckets:
cleaned; the pavements though were often Port side bucket: spinnaker, also spare warps
weedy and unkempt. and doubling as the pot.

Starboard side bucket: anchor chain (4 m) and
Northwards and along the western shore of Loch 45 m of 8 mm nylon warp flaked in and made
Lomond on the kind of afternoon that they must fast.
wait all year for to take pictures for the tourist
brochures. I felt as if I had taken unfair Tied to the kingposts:

.advantage by seeing this part of Scotland for the Port side BDH container (a watertight plastic
first time in such a beautiful aftemoon light. cylindrical container): VHF radio, LW/MW radio,
There are mixed mature woodlands along the binoculars, camera (Canon Epoca automatic with
loch shore. The leaves catch the sunlight, break 70-200mm zoom)
it up and soften it before it hits the water and Starboard side BDH: flares, emergency rations,
bounces away again. Indescribably beautiful. I lunches.
wanted to have a film crew with me so that I
could capture it and pass it on to everyone else. Anchors:

6kg Delta by Simpson-Lawrence secured by
We passed the twinned railway stations of nylon tapes fore and aft against the kingpost and
Tyndnum Upper and Tyndrum Lower, where the forward end of centreboard case.
railway has split to north and east. Two railway 3kg fisherman as spare.
stations on two different lines, separated by a
quarter of a mile in a landscape which is more Under side seats (forward of thwart, the rear
reminiscent of Afghanistan than Great Britain. side seat having been removed):

Poro side: 2 rucksacks with spare clothing -
Further north, in Glencoe there is no such double lined with thick gauge polybags.
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buoyancy tank, invaluable for stowage as it is,
Starboard side: Inflatable dinghy. must not be opened while at sea. The stern tank
Compasses: should stay dry at all costs.
Steerng: Silva steering compass mounted on
foredeck at side of mast. In the stern tank went:
Hand bearing: Silva onenteering type wom on Bottom level:
lanyard. 3 on board. Curver' box of plates, mugs, cutlery, pans,

stoves (Primus paraffin and Trangia meths),
Loose In the boat (lashed to an all round cord): funnel.
Bilge pump, air pump for inflatable, water bottle, "Curver box of instant meal packets, packet
2 small fenders, spare lines, ditty bag for clothes soups, cake, bread, marsbars, penguin biscuits.
needed. Bits box with torches, batteries, LWIMW radio,

notebooks, film stock, spare binoculars, gelcoat
Two ten-litre plastic bottles for drinking water filler, glass fibre repair kit, sail repair kit, puncture
were lashed at the after end of the cockpi outft (for tender), bridle for tent.
against the stern tank. Polybag of toilet rolls.

Box of tinned food.
The chart table was a piece of varnished ply Book box with OS maps, ship's papers, tide
wih a transparent envelope attached by two tables etc. and 2-3 books (not read).
bungy cords. The envelope contained the current Box of screw top polythene bottles of: paraffin,
charts, pen, pencil, Portland Protractor, ruler and meths, cooking oil, wash-up liquid, milk powder.
small notebook as log. The chart table was tied 2 down sleeping bags, 2 loaves bread, two tubs
on with a long lanyard. margarne.

The basic prnciples of stowage were to assume Top level: Polythene food box wih four vacuum
the worst - we might capsize - and that the stem packs of bacon, fresh meat, mushrooms, onion,

Plockton Harbour

The sheltered bay faces eastwards towards Loch Cajrron whose narrow entrance is in the distance to
the left of the island ofl Duncraig Castle. The launching slip is to the left of and beyond the cottages.
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tomatoes. under the foredeck at the end of the cruise!
Polythene food box with packets of dehydrated
potato, savoury rice, pasta snacks etc. Mike's log for the day ends: Stopping for a
Toolbox with saw, pliers, screwdriver, shackles, meal around tour o'clock at Spean Bridge turned
screws, bolts, etc. out to be a good move. It meant that we could
Clyde Cruising Club Guides: Vol 2 concentrate when we arrived at Plockton on
Ardnamurchan to Cape Wrath, and Vol 3 Outer packing the boat and launching. By the time we
Hebrides. had rowed out and picked up a spare mooring,

put the tent up and sorted out the stowage, we
Any old where: Two more rich frui cakes. (One were ready to turn in. Having to cook a meal
was found in its tin at the very stem of the boat would have spoiled a pleasant eveningl

Day 2: Sunday 28th June These are my planning notes:

Plockton to Sandaig (Loch Hourn) Kyle of Lochalsh and Kylrhea - North to South
19 sea miles The tidal window opens at Kyle of Lochalsh

HW Ullapool 0600h 1825h about 3 h t5 min before HW Ullapool. However it
doesnt open at Kyerhea until about HW ie. 3 h

Forecast (Radio 4 1355h): Low 200 miles 15 min later. It then stays open for a further 5
west of Sole. Sea area Hebrides: W veering hours or so after which it starts to turn

NE 314 showers in N ~northwards in the Sound of S/eat. It is thusNE 3/4 showers in N important to go through as early as possible in
_the Kylerhea window. So arrival at Kylerhea
entrance should be timed at or just before slack,
say HW Ullapool-30 minutes.

M: To-day was a red-letter day! We both slept I
well, never a foregone conclusion for the first Plockton to Eilean Ban Light 8 miles
night on board. We had a leisurely rising. Eilean Ban to Kyle Rhea entrance 4 miles

H: It was still quite calm, a light wind ruffling the A reasonably favourable wind is advisable W
harbour, breaking up the reflection of the through N to E.
mountains. Diesel trains rumbled in a leisurely
fashion across the top end of the bay on their We packed the tent and rowed Camusfearna to
circuit of north-west Scotland. The harbour was the slip to sort out parking for the car and trailer.
not busy and there was a good mix of pleasure Hugh topped up the water containers and
and working boats. i ate my muesli. Mike had secured them in their designated place against
made no bones of the fact that he held muesli the aft tank bulkhead.
and all those who ate it in some derision. I found
myself curiously pushed into a corner from which We set sail at 11 55h and ghosted out of Plockton
I had to defend it - nurturing an unnecessary Harbour on a breath of westerly wind. There was
ambition to prove that muesli munchers could no sign of the new buoys laboriously copied on
have biceps too. In fact I only eat it because it is to the chart last week from the Notices to
marginally less foul than comflakes and faster Mariners. We tacked by a large orange mooring
than eggs and bacon. On an expedition it is an buoy (is this 'No. 2'"?) and fetched through the
excellent source of compactly stored, slow- gap between the Sgeir Golach group of rocks
release energy, but no such argument could lure and the disused lighthouse on Eilean a'Chat.
Mike away from his bacon sandwich. So I had The wind stayed light westerly for an hour. We
one too. I have an embarrassingly large appetie watched two large groups of eider swimming
in the early mornings. around us.

M: There was no point in starting early as we As we approached An Dubh Aird headland on
planned to go through the Kyles on our first day the S shore I was just taking a few photographs
and the tides there dictated a mid-day start. when the wind backed and piped up to about

Force 2 so we tacked across towards the N
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shore of Loch Kishorn. I
estimated our speed as
about 4 knots. After 15
minutes it fell again and we
then settled down to our
planned course of 220'
magnetic whicrh was just
about close hauled on
starboard tack, keeping a
mile or so off the rock-
bound coast towards Kyle
of Lochalsh.

It was good to be sailing at
last after all the planning .
and talking and then the
driving. The sailing itself .
was rather dull and the
weather grey but fairly
bright, but the scenery was
dramatic - the terraced
ridges of the Applecross
Hills thrusting down
towards Loch Kishom;
Crowlin Island, which I
hoped to visit at the end of
the trip, clear on our
starboard side and ahead
the whole of the Black
Cuillin of Skye where I had
spent so many happy
climbing holidays. Later
Raasay appeared with is
strange flat-topped peak of
Dun Caan.

Looking back we saw the
hills of Achnashellach
Forest and, peeping Ready for the off!
through the gaps, the
summits of those mighty Hugh confirms that Camusfeirna is shipshape for leaving Plockton
Torridon Mountains, Beinn
Eighe and Liathach - Beinn
Eighe with its whie- the green buoy could just be made out; the reds
streaked quartzite scree slopes, and Liathach beyond d were much clearer. We bore away
identifiable by the fan of grey scree gullies below round h at 1430h seeing no evidence of the
the summit cone, where I had once discovered a adverse tide here, but a hundred metres on, our
brood of ptarmigan chicks actually nestling estimated three knots started to reduce as the
beneath the very top rock of the summit, but wind (dead astern) died and the ebb
perfectly camouflaged. strengthened nearer the narrows.

A train passed along the shore showing the Eventually after creeping along for hours our
position of the Inverness to Kyle railway line and shore transts showed us stationary. Actually it
thus helping us to chart our progress. We was still only 1500h. We were very early on our
passed numerous fishermen's marker buoys but tide. Hugh volunteered to row and his steady
could see no sign of the green conical buoy rhythm kept us moving well. Just at the
which was our waymark. Then a giance under narrowest part by the lighthouse a Norwegian
the genoa showed Eilean Ban lighthouse. Ahead

9



Sailing West from Loch Kishorn.

The distant mountains are the Skye Cuillin. The dark island on the right is Crowlin which we visited at
the end of' the cnuise.

freighter came up behind and overlook us. We trouble. A yacht came out and a motor-sailor
kept right in to the lighthouse side and she kept called Shona overlook us.
well over to the Skye shore so she was no

After haif an hour I took over rowing while Hugh Kyleakin was clad in scaffolding, Did someone
steered and watched the ferries crisscrossing hope to make it habitable? Then we saw below it
with their loads of tourist cars. Trying to judge a a scaffolding jetty, made for the repair workers

good lime to cross as the castle is difficuit of access from its
^ : ~~~their track I eventually landward side. Just as Hugh clinimbed the ladder

tlh ' ~~had to spnnt across to the platform, Caledonian Mac-Btrayne's Loch
tgX ~~~the bows of the Loch Dunvegan passed and Camusfeamra had to be

( ts ~~Ryan as she held off to avoid crashing against the jetty in the
f _a~~~~~prepared to deparl wash. Luckily Hugh noticed there was a pulley

- . ~~~from Kyieakin sooner moonng so we gratefully made use of it and
_ 'than we expected. spent an hour lying in the sun on the isle of

_t ;t ~~~~~Her skipper had us in Skye,
~~: :i i : view however.

_ _wFgt SM ~~~~~Photographed, dozed and snacked, then it was
=~~~~~ . There was no point in time to be off txc catch the tide through Kyle

continuing in this Fthea. So we puiled C into the jetty and hoisted
cais:reai Mao/, )<ySeakie (with calm so we thought sail. Again as we were casting off a ferry passed

arfnowedgr.rntto ahe about a place to stop, and we were nearly dashed on to the rocks, but
Sha tok ot tha Ssad f T he ruined castle of a swrft push off and a haul of the genoa sheet to

3 rt =Or an. P9errcn Caisteal Maol near tack her round and we were away at 171 Sh.
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Kyle of Lochalsh.

Camusfearna is on a pulley mooring at the temporary builders' jetty while the car ferries criss-cross to
the small town of Kyle of Lochalsh opposite.

smoothly, as it does if you take your time, and
Past the Spring Rock red buoy it was a lovely Hugh managed to gybe the spinnaker OK. By
breeze at last and we agreed it was time for the nmonument W of Balmacara we luffed up to a
Hugh to practise the black arts of Wayfarer beam reach to get the feel of the power of the
spinnakering. Plenty of sea room up Loch Alsh spinnaker but there wasn't enough wind to have
so we hoisted (a ̀ chucker' or windward hoist for us both sitting out.
starters too) and glided along. Everything went

We gybed again and went away down towards appear above water for a second. Hugh thought
Kyle Rhea entrance. Another gybe enabled Hugh it was a seal. We agreed to tack back for a
to get the spinnaker down into the port side closer look. Luffing up to the wind to slow the
bucket, the starboard one having the anchor boat we saw them clearly - a pair of otters
chain and warp in it. The spinnaker stowed, we swimming along for haf a minute or more - a
gybed back on to a starboard reach entering the magical sight.
two-mile long narrows of Kyle Rhea at 1800h -
just as planned. They disappeared and we reluctantly headed

back south and under the power lines. A seal
At first we slid along on smooth water on a fine poked his head up to see who we were and we
reach - no sign of the forecast veer to N/NE, agreed the head was much larger. A very small
which would just suit us nicely now. It was very heron stood at the waterside and stretched its
peaceful. Watching the west (Skye) shore for wings to show us how immature it was.
some reason I spotted the smooth hump of a sea
mammal break the surface by the shore. We passed the little Kylerhea car ferry (Summer
Something told me it was an otter. A few only), moored up for the night. Little eddies,
seconds later Hugh and I both saw a head upwellings and tidal ripples were more amusing
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than dangerous, though we gathered from the HW, we thought had an adequate depth and let
guide and chart how bad they could be. From the out a good 20 metres of warp. We tidied up the
ferry house, which we passed at 1845h, the wind boat and put up the tent.
picked up from the N at last and we had a
marvellous run under spinnaker, perhaps S or 6 I boiled some savoury rice on the prnius and
knots, down the Sound of Sleat, Such a wild, then fried our sirloin steaks from Leicester with a
isolated, yet peaceful and beautiful place and not slice of onion. I had a can of beer with mine -
another boat in sight. such a meal on a boat always seems like a feast

and tastes twice as good - especially after such
We could have gone on for hours, perhaps to a fantastic first days sailing.
Armadale, and I even wondered about Eigg, but I
was apprehensive about Armadale being Carnusfearna is at last at Camusfearna. What a
exposed in a northerly and suggested Sandaig superb place. No wonder Gavin Maxwell liked it.
Bay to which Hugh readily agreed. We gybed the The weird shape of the Sgurr of Eigg is in full
spinnaker once more before putting it to bed in view, and the Ardnamurchan Peninsula, and it's
its correct bucket. Then Hugh handed the genoa half past ten in the evening as I writel Isle
to clear the foredeck for action. We carefully Ornsay light is flashing its long flashes (Occ 8s).
cleared the entrance rocks E of the light and The wind is NE and light so it's very sheltered
tacked up to the head of the bay to anchor 50 here with the tidal Sandaig Island on the west
metres off the beach at 2000h. Hugh dropped and a rock wall on the east. The peace of the
the hook and reckoned the depth at five metres place is breathtaking - just the seals and the sea-
(we have a 6 kg Delta anchor with 4 metres of birds around us. What a day!
chain). As it was now 2000h, 90 minutes after
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-_-~~~~~~~~~friig HeI;' bse hielfwit the odd _

This ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~h meora thoauferao Gavin MaxweD$s Rin passe Wte.Beod themonasofKydr

Sandaig time speculating whether a rope horse and

topping lift (or main halyard) could be made to
HW Ullapool 0650h 1910h substhute for the cumbersome cnutches which

support the boom when the tent is up. At t 300h 1
Forecast 1355h Radio 4: lay down and slept until 6 am on Tuesday

Thames 0700h tomorrow.
Sea reaHebides N/E 34 icr 56 oc rin heard choughs on the rocks by the anchorage.

moderate to good. Tiree: NE 4 1016 failing
slowiy. M: Here we are at Sandaig, the Camusfearna of

Gavin Maxwell's Ring of Bright Water, after
which my Wayfarer was named. In the preface to

H: Woke up at 1 am with an appalling migraine. the book he wrote 'Camusfearna is a symbol of
Probably the resuit of releasing the tension from escape.' That was good enough for me.
last week at woek and eating two Marsbars
during the day. I sat propped in the stern quarter Hugh has had a terrible migraine since 01 OOh
Of the Wayfarer for twelve hours (I can't lie down and is still sleeping - refusing all food or drink
Wdth a migraine), which proved extraordinarily except an occasional small sip of water.
comfortable in the circumstances. I'm sure hss
not in the original design brief, but a Wayfarer I had a light breakfast - bread and marmalade
turns out to be the ideal place to have a and acup of tea, then tidied up the stern locker a
migraine! Mike was extremely patient and bit read a bLt took a couple of pies and changed
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a film. Then a few minutes ago I decided to try the books after the first one - thought he was too
and inflate the tender to go ashore. It can be introverted.
pumped up inside the tent but to avoid disturbing
Hugh I was doing it on the foredeck. A shower I get talking a young couple. The nearest phone
sent me scurrying for my diary, is miles away ft seems. They agree to phone our

whereabouts to my wife, Diana (I had left the
A sail is visible, only the second today, sailing phone number of Geoff, our officiar shore
south past Isle Ornsay... contact in the boat) as we have not been in

touch s,nce leaving Leicester. However I
Eventually I paddled ashore in the inflatable and managed to speak to a yacht Pasha that came
looked around the setting of Ring of Bright into the bay this evening and he relayed a
Water The cottage itself has been razed to the message to Stornoway Coastguard, our
ground but a plaque on a rock commemorates handheld VHF being out of range, though we
Gavin Maxwell and another down by the stream could receive Oban CG's forecast.
the otter Edal. A few walkers were also making
the pilgrimage. Nice to see the pool where he Hugh took a little honey in hot water this evening
played with the otters but I dont feel as sad as I - a good sign?
thought I might. The problem is l got bored with

* ~ ~ ~ ~~~~an Habu looking East.

The m island in theEmiddlegroundisRum.Beyond a le, cn be Se

PenInsula of Skye and behind that the mainland mountain. O
photograph. The drying reef of Sge !Phiwhichguadstheharb

I1E4I I , gii,,

i I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

CSanna Harbour loo7king East.

The mountainous island in the middle ground is Rum. Beyond it. far left, can be seen the S/eat 
Peninsula of Skye and behind that the mainland mountains. Our Day 4 route is thus mostly within this
photograph. The drying reet of Sgeir a' Phuirf which guards the harbour entrance shows clearly.
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watched the cormorants and fulmars off and onDay 4: Tuesday 30th June the cliffs of the Point.

Sandaig to Canna We now headed N of our direct course to keep

out of the contrary tide which I reckoned would
HW Ullapool 0736h 1953h be strongest nearer the shore of Rum. This

developed from small beginnings while in the lee
Forecast 0555h Radio 4: of the Point, into a superb three-sail reach for

o E-W across N Scotland moving slowly about an hour and a half, by which we were well
Trough up towards Soay.

Sea areas Malin, Hebrides: NE 4/5 occ 6 occ H: The wind had nsen a bit. We had the
rain mod-goodH:Tewnharieabf.W hdtespinnaker up and came on to a beam reach,

Tiree NE 4 1012 failing slowly. which was very thrilling as we were now moving
at considerable speed (5-6 knots).

There were plenty of seabirds about, but still no
puffins. Mike had never knowingly seen a live

M: Today we had a superb sail - 31 miles from puffin and kept urging me to find one. But there
Sandaig to Canna in six hours, the last 17 from were plenty of Manx shearwaters and one of
Point of Sleat in three hours. them gave me a particular thril. I was leaning

rght out, balancing the boat against the pull of
We left Sandaig at 1000h, Hugh having the spinnaker, wih my shoulders about four feet
pronounced himself fully recovered from his above the sea. I glanced down momentarily to
migraine. Flukey wind in the bay held us up and see a shearwater flying between my shoulders
we finally cleared the bay and got going at and the waves, as d playing with our puny efforts
1030h. Out in the Sound it was ENE Force 2. to make progress through the sea. He stayed

there for perhaps four seconds before cutting
H: We passed two fishing boats some distance away over the seatop without so much as a
apart. It was hard to tell whether they were pair rpple of his wings. Easy when you know how.
fishing, or working independently, so we gave
them the benefit of the doubt and diverted
around the outside of both of them. This course
brought us very close to the second boat - and
as near to her bows as was safe. The fisherman
opened the sliding door of his wheelhouse to
watch us. We greeted him but if looks could have
fired a torpedo we would have disappeared in a
puff of smoke. We sailed on towards Armadale,
near which we saw three Arctic terns... SKyE

M: Then there was a funny wind fanning out of -

Loch Hourn. We were close hauled for a while
then on a beam reach and then almost a run
again. The same sequence occurred opposite
Loch Nevis even though we were right across
the Sound by Armadale.

We passed Armadale at 1200h and then found
an odd calm with obviously good wind whipping CAnPJA
up little waves just a few hundred metres to
windward. Perhaps a lee wave effect I thought,
caused by the high hills of Knoydart. We just
sidled up to the wind and when we reached it,
bore away on to a nice reach down the Sound,
then a run with the spinnaker up for a while.
Rounded the Point of Sleat at 1325h which was
just in good time before the tide tumed. We
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A porpoise came and investigated us but did not then to luff up to turn into the entrance, otherwise
stay long. I was quite glad. he was almost as big you drve straight into the diffs of Sanday ahead.
as the boat. It was a bit spectacular but still under control

Oust). Afterwards the postmaster said we came
M: At 1445h we bore away onto a broader reach into the harbour at some speed. The harbour
which soon became a run as the wind veered which I had expected (from a previous trip) to be
from NE towards E. This was very pleasant at qudte sheltered even in windy weather, was qude
first and started to become exciting as we breezy as we sailed around looking for a decent
brought the N tip of Rum abeam. I was trying to place to anchor. Eventually Jim and Mary Currie
keep a course N of Canna but we were now on a yacht called Hydrovane shouted at us to tie
being set S by the tide. up alongside them which we did gladly and were

invited on board for a cuppa. It was 1620h.
Nearing Canna itself the huge northern cliffs
were most impressive and not a little They are ex-Wayfarer sailors themselves but full
intimidating. We could clearly see the derelict of admiration for our adventurous spirit. We
church on Sanday silhouetted against the sky. A glowed modestly. They radioed Oban
safe course into the harbour keeps the church Coastguard to pass our arrival to Stomoway and
and the headland in front of it no more than just invited us to tie up to their stem for the night.
open. South-east of this course is a wide drying
reef. The wind veered again and it became clear However we then sailed (under mainsail alone)
that we would have to gybe eventually. I thought over to the jetty as we wanted to phone Geoff,
a spinnaker gybe safest to keep the boat pulling our shore contact in Leicester. Canna jetty is
and waited for a slightly flatter bit of sea, but we under repair with odd ropes in the way of
were still going like an express train. The landing. Fending off, Hugh leaned over the
mainsail gybed smoothly and Hugh gybed the foredeck and broke the plastic body of the main
spinnaker pole without too many problems. The compass. I cursed inwardly and bit my tongue. I
sheet caught under a shroud connector for a should have stowed i as I knew i was
moment... vulnerable in such situations. I walked round to

the phone and called Geoff to report our arrival.
Interruption of log to tape the shroud connector - He said he would phone Alice and Diana, which
no time like the present... was useful as the Canna phone is a real antique,

an old black Button A and B phone which needs
H: The wind rose again about the time we turned 50p in 1Op pieces just to get through.
towards Canna. This put us almost on to a
straight run. By now it was blowing a good six On the jetty we met John and Mabel Shepherd
and Mike proved his helmsmanship because we who invited us to sleep on board Petrel/a
were beginning to be considerably overpowered. (provided we didn't expect to be fed as they were
The boat was planing from time to time despite short of food.). We gratefully accepted the deal
the immense amount of cargo we were carrying. as it meant we didn't have to put up the tent. We
He had faith in the pulling power of the spinnaker were both pretty whacked.
to stabilise the boat, even when gybing. My own
reaction I must confess would have been to While I was cooking our meal (on Petrel/a),
reduce sail aft by reefing, and leaving the genoa another yacht, Tangon, started dragging her
up, but dropping the spinnaker. anchor. Hydrovane called her on Channel 16 but

she wasn't listening so Hydrovane gave us all a
We did eventually drop the spinnaker when we blast on her foghom. Meanwhile John Shepherd
had the east tip of Sanday abeam. This left us and I were half way there in his tender. She got
much more controlled for the last twenty minutes her engine going just in time to avoid the reef
coming in between the reef off Sanday and the opposie the post office. Hugh took over the
east cliffs of Canna. cooking and spoiled the potato mash by adding

only one packet to the water I was boiling for
M: Just coming up to gybe at the harbour two. It made a sort of thick broth. Ugh!
entrance there was a patch of rough water as the
waves reflected off the cliff ahead met the We slept in the forecabin and the wind howled.
incoming waves. Then the gybe itself. You have Unusually I had a disturbed night. Camusfeima
to reverse the tiller just after the boom has come rolled astem but her bilges were dry in the
over in order to avoid a broach, but here you had morning.
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Day 5: Wednesday lst July Castlebay, Barra. I had worked out that a
Day 5: Wednesday 1st .JuIy departure 3 h 15 min before HW Ullapool would

Canna give us tides that partly helped all the way even if
it took twelve hours. (The distance is about 35

HW Ullapool 0822h 2037h miles.) With a course about WSW we have aNW-going tide for five hours. When the tide
Forecast 0555h Radio 4: tumed we would hope to be near enough to the
Force 6 (no details taken) Outer Isles to catch the SSW-going stream for

the next five hours. Hugh then did a complicated
calculation that gave us a course to steer of 264'
to brng us to the Bo Vich Chuan Buoy off

M: 2100h. I am sitting in Camusfearna looking Castlebay approaches.
out of the flap of the boom tent as the sun sets
over hill above the little white wooden shed that By this time John and Mabel returned and we
is Canna Post Office. Hugh is ashore phoning had a cuppa with them before evacuating all our
home and posting our cards. gear from their most hospitable Petrella, and

rowed Camusfearna the few yards to a mooring
We were woken at 0545h by John Shepherd our buoy which we had been offered for the night.
host on board Petrella, a 29-foot yacht. The We then pumped up the inflatable, put up the
shipping forecast was for sixes so we all tumed tent and rushed ashore to buy cards and stamps
in for another two and a half hours' sleep! Mabel before the PO closed. It was, but the Postmaster
cooked our bacon and theirs, we shared our last kindly opened for us. That's the Hebrides.
four mushrooms and she made toast on a flat
toaster on one of the rings of their superb primus A few photographs of the Harbour before
stove. (It has two burners and an oven.) dashing back for the 1750h forecast - not good -

a depression lurking off Rockall giving SE 6 later
While John and Mabel went ashore, Hugh and I in Malin and Hebrides after the NE/E 4/5. Can
mended the compass which had snapped across we make it? Decision time is now 0555h. I
the shoulder of the stem. We drilled four fine cooked spaghetti Bolognese which tasted great
holes, two each side on each side of the break. and we shared the last Sainsbury's bitter. Hugh's
Then Hugh sewed the two parts together wih a bottle of white wine with the Dangerous Sports
needle and whipping twine. This gave enough Club label had gone to Petrel/a as a token of
tension to hold the two parts together - we hope. friendship...
For a spare steering compass in case the mend
proves not up to scratch, I also drilled and Hugh has now got back from the phone. I've
screwed one of our three Silva orienteering made the place ship-shape for the night and
compasses to the flat after end of the centre- made our last four slices of bread into ham and
board case. onion sandwiches. Hugh has spoken to Oban

Coastguard on the phone who say ENE4
Then we discussed the passage plan for our increasing SE5 for tomorrow. It's looking better.
next day's sailing. We aimed to make for Hope we make Castlebay so we can buy some

bread!

Rubhs H: Rang Alice in the evening and spoke to the
Garrisdale LCnopnes s CANNA children. All well at home.

Pointr - An Coroghan

\, ,/ , <4Har~~~~bour

0 rm Rubhnna or AY SAND A5 Y
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Day 6: Thursday 2nd July were about to replace the phone with a newer
machine from which one could dial directly, thus

Canna rendering the nice lady in Mallaig, to whom one
spoke every time one lifted the receiver, jobless.

HW Ullapool 0909h 2122h There's progress.
Spring tide There is also a farm. No shops. When shopping
Forecast (Radio 4 0555h): becomes necessary, people go to Mallaig on the
Hebrides, Bailey: EISE 4 incr 5 to 7, perhaps twice weekly ferry; and some regular supplies
8 later are brought back on Friday afternoons by the

children who return from Mallaig school for the
Oban CG inshore forecast 0600h: EISE 3 inc weekend.
SE 6 occ 7 in Minch. Dry then rain.
Outlook SW 6/7 then NE 4.5 by 0600h The road leads to a low water causeway (more
Saturday. Visibility moderate to good of a path through the laminaria, but firm enough

to take a Land Rover for an hour or two each
side of the tide) and a wooden footbridge to the

M: 1 100h Friday. Well we didn't get off to Barr isand of Sandray.
yesterday. A depression west of Rockall Sandray has fine white beaches facing south,
threatened a southerly Force 6 according to the several crofts and a beautdul, isolated, primary
forecasts and we decided ft wasn't worth the rsk. school, with an old-fashioned "schoor sign
In the event the sea state around Canna stayed outside (two children stepping purposefully along
calm well into Thursday night and we would an urban pavement, satchels swinging). There's
probably have been OK, although ft looked a derelict and rusting car sitting beside f on the
murky over towards Barra around 1500h. beach, but the school has a neat, mown lawn

with a stout climbing frame adorned with a trawl
The consolation was an amazing hill walk over net for scrambling and mooring buoys on ropes
Canna. for swings.

H: The island is about five miles long, with the There are, l believe, several such schools on the
beautiful natural harbour at the western end islands, the most extravagant of which has one
looking out on to the magndicent high cliffs of teacher and one pupil. But there are several
Rum. There are a few houses lining the road young women on the Canna and I suspect that
which surrounds the bay including Canna House this school is better attended than that.
where lives Dr Lorne Campbell, donor of the
island to the National Trust for Scotland, a The total population of Canna with Sandray is I
notable Gaelic scholar and an entomologist. He believe just under forty people (although I have
has run the island since the 1930s as a bird heard a figure nearer twenty-five).
reserve and has encouraged, especially round
the lower slopes near the harbour, considerable The economy of the island is based on sheep
planting of insect-friendly flora. farming. There are two flocks; one of Cheviots

on the eastern end of the island which offersAlso on the road (unpaved) is the post office reasonable grazing in the sheltered gullies, and
(wooden 12 ft by 8 ft with a fine view of the bay) one of Blackface sheep on the harsher western
and a red telephone box - one of three left in the half of the island. The islanders make their own
Brtish Isles with buttons A and B. Robin the hay, grow two or three acres of potatoes, and
postmaster sells postcards and stamps and some houses have small garden plots of
recycles the 10p pieces (old florins) which are vegetables. I saw five hybrid domestic chickens
the only coins the telephone will accept (apart on Sanday, no pigs or cattle.
from the old 5p piece, once known as a shilling).

There is no attempt to draw money from, or offer
I put f to him that soon the 10p pieces are to be services to the visiting yachts, of which there are
withdrawn and that since his is the only public anything up to eight a night. They seem to be
telephone on the island he would be in the regarded by the islanders with a kind of
unique position of being able to speculate on an detached acceptance; as bringing people who
outdated currency. He replied that British unfortunately need water (the springs are not
Telecom had spotted that one in advance and vigorous this year) and might walk across the
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approaching from the east. We could see the shoulder. Hugh went on ahead and was able to
southern Outer isles too. We picked out Eriskay, see it for longer but at a distance. Ten minutes
Hellisay, Gighay, Barra, and Vatersay. In the later we were on the more open slope facing
glasses I could just mah e out the hump of Sanday when we saw the se aor another large
Muldoanich which is an important landmark for bird glide away aver to the shore and then back
the approach to Castlebay. Then there were the and across to the wilder west end of the island.
ionely southern isles, all uninhabited now: Hugh later discussed these bird sightings with

Sandray and Pabbay, Mingulay wth its the postmaster and thought the first bird a
distinctive four humps and, just visible in the buzzard and the second an eagle. M a
haze, the last of all, Berneray. I wondered if we
would have time to reach that far south after the We walked down the hill to the harbour and
delays here on Canna. paddled back to Cannusfearna in time for the

1750 forecast. This showed the depression I
Hugh sketched the outlines in his notebook for moving slowly northwards with no change. They
future reference while I munched a Mars and were still forecasting a Force Seven for MaimnU
took a few photographs. and Hebrides, which is why we are still here as I

write on Friday.
Then we set oft down towards the harbour.
Fifteen minutes later we were descending a H: That evening, after a rich and interesting day,
shallow gully leading off the moorland plateau. I reflected on the curious circumstances which
Suddenly I saw a bird of prey low down and brought us together on this expeddtion. Mike and
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island. Transient migrants from another society. little imagination and one could easily translate
Interestingly being on a Wayfarer and not an icy- the pattems in the ground into the awful toil of
white yacht helped considerably to break down surviving an inhospiable Hebridean winter, wrth
this barrier and open up conversations. nothing.

M: Our walk led first over the harbour headland We walked on, to find the seabird cliffs; rich in
Rubha Carr'inis to view the entrance, then along Manx shearwaters and razorbills (both with lots
the beach where Camusfearna spent a night in of juveniles). There were not many guillemots
1989 when I came here with Shell. and just a few puffins. Yes, at last I was able to

show Mike his first puffin, a tiny speck basking
A long look at the stone "long house" there which on the sea hundreds of feet below us. From that
looks like it's being renovated for living in. enormous distance, it could have been an old
Interesting split level built into the hillside and we rope fender with a red nose, but truly dedicated
speculated on its past history. We presumed a orndhologist that I am, I told him with great
one-time habitation on the N side (upper floor) authoriy exactly what it was. Luckily i turned out
but possibly only at one end (west originally) with to have lots of friends, so we were confident of
hay etc. stored at the other end (sits for the sighting.
ventilation in the S and E walls). Then animais
below on the S side ground level. Much altered The two variations of guillemots seemed about
perhaps about 1900 and an interesting anomaly evenly balanced, unlike the Welsh islands only a
with old stone step leading to a door in the W few hundred miles to the south where the bridled
end - and a chimney directly above the door! guillemot is a rarity.

We moved on to see the castle or prison (but Particularly interesting were the razorbills. On
safely from below). Then we saw a new structure these cliffs there are not only the ledges so
being built on an asymmetrical concrete base. favoured by these birds where they can stand
We guessed a radio mast to replace the one up more or less in line abreast, but also larger areas
the hillside by the shed. (Bill and Louie Kemp of - we called them tabletops. On one in particular,
Tangon thought the same). the young razorbills were gathered above the

waters edge, massed like penguins. We were
On up to the radio shed in glorious sunshine. looking from a vantage point maybe 400 feet
How long is it, I thought, since i have walked up above, at a nursery (we estimated about 150
a hill? Above the masts there is an interesting birds) from which the young were taking their
basalt rock face wih geometric columns. Hugh first and early plunges into the sea and learning
said there were several above-tide vegetation to 'fly' both above and below the water. The
zones mixed together. On up to a small summit resutt was quite humorous. They were rolling in
with glorious views of Rum, down to Canna the water, sometimes quite out of control and
harbour with the rocks of Oigh Sgeir and Humia tuming turtle. I wonder how often a hungry seal
particularly clear, the former with its white is attracted by the splashing.
lighthouse sparkling in the sun. Then I looked
over to the Skye Cuillin which I know so well. M: A large converted fishing boat full of
Waves of nostalgia as I pick out the great glacial omnhologists came in from the west wfth a
slabs of Coire a' Grunnda, the path up to Coire person in the crows nest in yellow oilies. Rt was
Lagan and the peaks from the start of the Ridge: the Marguerite Exporer - we met later at
Gars Bheinn, Sgurr Beag, Sgurr Dubh na Da Castlebay.
Bheinn, Alastair, Mhiccoinnich, Dearg and Sgurr
a Mhadadh, All the names slipped off the tongue H: These northem cliffs of Canna are rich in bird
though it's over ten years since I was there. lde. There were hundreds of fulmars, about

whom it is said that each bird carries the spirit of
H: Moving on towards the great north cliffs of somebody lost at sea. Among them were a
Canna, Mike revealed to me a pattern of healthy smattenng of young and immature birds.
lazybeds, small areas of ground drained for
cultivation by the victims of the nineteenth We saw three ravens gorging on a dead sheep,
century Clearances, who retreated to these which by a curious mental association, put us in
remote and desperate places in the face of their mind of lunch. So we climbed to the top of the
landlords. I was deeply moved. I think it was at island, Carn a' Ghaill, from which we could see
this moment that I began to understand the rght across the horizon. It looked a great
history of the people who inhabit these islands. A distance for a small Waylarer.
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II _ 

Mike Ibistening to the VHF.

Careful inspection shows that the kettle is boiling but getting the inshore weather forecast has priority
even over tea! Sorry about the tea towel and socks!

I had met in the coffee queue at the Wayfarer 'Yes' he said, 'Do you want to come?'
Winter Weekend. "Yes he does' said Alice, my wife, who was

beside me, thus issuing what is known in the
'I hear you're going to cruise to the Hebrides,' I Royal Navy as a pink ticket. The deal was done.

said, by way of conversation.

After that, twenty minutes discussing the project common. Our lives had started and developed in
while Liz Feibusch dunked herselt in Rutland completely different spheres and we were
Water for the edtlication of the assembled brought togethier only by an admiration for a
throng, a stormy (meteorologically speaking) particular kind of boat, The expedition was in a
weekend based in the River Onwell during which way like a vessel into which we were each able
we snatched a quick trip round the Cork Sands, to pour the accumulated wealth of our
the shared expenence of a VHF radio operators' experiences and then stand back and look at the
exam and a few phone conversations; these colour of the mixture. It was nch. Our
were the things upon which we made a conversations sometimes developed into
commitment to live in harmony within the surprising discoveries which gave us both, I
cornfines of a sixteen foot boat whilst we sailed it believe, pleasure and which I later offered
in waters which were relatively unknown to both privately as a tribute to lan Proctor who designed

otus the Wayfarer and who was, sadly, not to survive
the summer.

'Mike was once a mountaineering instructor and I
in my youth had earned a precarious living by Later that evening we visited Bill and Louie
leading expeditions to some remote parts of the Kemp aboard Tangon a most hospitable ship, Bill
world, so neither of us was unfamiliar wdh rough is a chemist at the Heriot Watt Universdy and
living. Beyond that we had almiost nothing in puts his skills to good use by brewing an
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excellent home made wine. We sat around their our inflatable and paddled happiiy back to one of
cabin table and held a conversation which was the several Wayfarers which had suddenly
by turns brilliant, slightly repetitive and distinctly appeared in the harbour. Thus did we survive
slurred. In the small hours we stumbled back into our only moment of true danger.

Day?7: Friday 3rd Juty a comcrake. i was heartened to hear it again. I
had last heard corncrakes in 1978 at Glen Brittle

Canna on Skye, and had in fact seen one - a rare

HW Ullapool 0956h 2208h privilege. But the following year, in spdite of
spending the whole of July there 1 didn't hear it

Forecast 1750h Thursday Radio 4: Malin: SE once and wondered . another comcrake habdat

6v7 decr 415 occ rain, vis moderate to good. had disappeared.
Hebrides E 5-7, rain at times, mod to good At 1700h I met up again with Hugh by the Post

Office. He had seen his buzzard again. I phoned
GeoHf to report the sduation. I asked him to
confirm to Frank d was probably Castlebay (the

M: We didn't get off to Barra today either. We crew changeover next Monday that is) and to
may have been a bit early making the decision give Frank a shopping list which I dictated:
not to go on the basis of the 1750h shipping
forecast. But this morning dawned dull and we 8 pkts savoury rice, 3 Hi-Bran thick sliced loaves,
rose late. 10 apples, 8 oranges, 4 pts UHT milk, conc.

orange drink and about 10 instant packet soups.
At 1040h we heard bits of the Oban CoastguardI
forecast on our handheld VHF. Tangon then Geoff said he would pass all this to Frank and
relayed the full wording to us on Channel 6: would also phone the news to Diana and Alice.

Minch: E 4-5 moming backing EINE overnight. We returned to Camusfearnaa in time for the
Outlook EINE 5 backing NE3, dry with sunny 1755h shipping forecast. We took this down in
periods. Visibility good. detail and plotted the tuil chart. This showed
It certainly looks good for tomorrow and the 1355 much improvement, as the complex low centred
Radio 4 forecast confirmed the improvement. over Ireland had moved to S England and the

low to the west of us was already 1004 millibars
We went ashore for a walk in the afternoon. and tilling. The 1840h broadcast from Oban
Photographed the Celtic cross and inspected the Coastguard which came over loud and clear on
standing stone, and then the local graveyard. It our lIitle VHF confirmed the improvement:
started raining. Then we went over the footbridge
to Sanday. Hugh wandered over to see the Caledonia: EASE 4/5, backing NE to N on
school while I sat on the little sandy beach just Saturday, possibly 6 in Kintyre; sea state
west of the bridge. It was still quite windy and we mnoderate to rough. Weather cloudy with rain,
had clearly been right not to sail today. There heavy at times clearing Saturday to give sunny
seemed to be a little trough passing through. spells. Visibility moderate.

I walked back over the bridge and along the It looked like all systems go at last and we
track a short way when I realised the significance prepared for an early start to fit in with the tides
of a noise that had been going on for a while. It as planned.
doesn't sound like a bird but i knew it at once for
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photographs of the cliffs and the sea-birds that
Day 8: Saturday 4th July were all around us - guillemots, puffins,

n 7orbills and cormtorants. Gannets came close
Canna to Castlebay, Barra too, and I realised what big birds they are, a
37 miles

beautiul whie shading to yellow wth black wing

HW Ullapool 1044h 2256h tips.

Hebrideast: Radio 4 0055deceas 3aWeastheri Wih the wind now down to Force 2 we shook out
Forecst: adio4 006h: ea aeas aBn, the reef at 0945h. By 1020h we had cleared the
Hebrdes:2 5or 6deceasig 3 Weaher western end of the island and had Oigh Sgeir

report Tiree: (0400h) ENE 3 1031 mb rising ltse eam the wind veerd sightly
more slowly lighthouse abeam. The wind veered slightly

more slowly, almost to east. Barra was clearly visible. I
likened ts outline to an eiephant up to is
haunches in water. It became a lovely sunny day

M: We decided to go for it, in spite of the with cumulus cloud over Skye sitting on the
possibility of a Force 6. Our tidal plans meant a Cuillin summis and just some alto-stratus ahead
start at 0715h but we didnl make that, We find i to the west.
very difficult to get breakfasted and the tent
packed and everything ready for sailing in much At 1130h 1 took a fix:
less than two hours and today i was 0900h
before we sailed out of Canna Harbour. We Oigh Sgeir Light 1 75M 167' T
relayed a message to Stornoway CG via Tangon Rubha na Clach 042' M 034' T
giving an ETA at Castlebay of 1800h. The wind Summi of Canna 116' M 108' T
was a good Force 4 in the harbour and we set
the small jib and a reefed mainsail. This gave a pleasingly small cocked hat but put

us a couple of miles further north of the direct
It was very rough at the harbour entrance and line than I anticipated, even allowing for the
concentration was needed to beat through the eflect on us of the NW-going tide. But wih the
narrow gap in the steep chop. It slowly eased as tide due to help us southwards in the aftemoon h
we kept a close-hauled course along the short was no cause for alarm. The position gave us an
east coast until we were clear to bear away average speed of 4 knots which was heartening.
eastwards. We were now sailing along the north
coast under the cliffs that we had walked along An hour or so later (1240h) we took another fix
on Thursday. and found we were still averaging four knots and

making good progress south-westwards in spite
Now the sun came out and the wind calmed right of the wind having dropped. A fix at 1330h
down - we reckoned Rt had been funnelling into confirmed this but then the wind died completely
the harbour entrance. We took some and left the sails slatting as Carnusfe&rna
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wallowed in the slight sea that was left. a good Force 5 and we reefed the mainsail,
heaving to in order to tie the last reefing tie and

It wasnl long before ft picked up from the north to change the genoa for the small jib. We were
however and we hoisted all sail for a great now under full control again.
spinnaker run in the rising breeze.
H: Somewhere about this time an Arctic skua After passing the odd-shaped rock of Curachan
flew over us, coming in from the south west. A which is a good sea-mark, I mistakenly identdied
threatening bird. the island of Muldoanich as a much smaller

island to the west of ft. This meant we were in
M: The sailing became increasingly exciting as danger of running inside the Bo Vich Chuan
the seas built up and after an hour we were Buoy which I didnlt want to do. The error became
starting to feel that we were overpowered and obvious in good time however and we saw the
dropped the spinnaker. Half an hour later ft was buoy clearly when we looked in the right place. I

took the helm for the gybe so
that we coutd approach the
buoy from well east of north
and avoid the rock. We could
then gybe again and close ft
safely.

I felt quite bad about not
trusting Hugh to gybe safely
but we couldnt risk a capsize
here and I just wasn't sure
that he was familiar enough
with how the Wayfarer
handled under a running
gybe in this breeze.

Hardening up round the buoy
at 1645h we feft the strength
of the wind. We had a lovely
reach up the approach to
Vatersay Sound, passing the
red can buoy at 1-fO5h (over
6 knots under reeled sail!)I
and then a hard little beat
against the gusty breeze
across Castle Bay. We
picked up one of the eight
large HIDB mooring buoys to
the west of the pier at 1 730h.
The end of a most satisfying
day's sailing - my first real
open-sea passage.

The first job was to let the
coastguard know of our
arrival as we had given them

|________________________________________ _ .. Ian ETA of 1800h. This we
-- _ - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ were able to do through

Molita a beautiful wooden
Camustferna reefed. ketch on the next mooring.

Again we felt our handheld
Camusfearna slips her mooring in Canna Harbour and sets off for VHF had paid its way in spite
the big crossing to the Outer Isles. of is limited range, by at

least allowing us to contact
(Photograph by 8ill Kemp of Tanrgon.) the coastguard through other
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Camustehrna beating out of the harbour entrance at Canna.

(Photograph by Bill Kemp of Tangon.)

boats. local people and we heard at least as much
Gaelic spoken as English. An accordionist

Hugh inflated the tender before we put up the provided a mixture of true Hebrdean music and
tent - much the easiest order of proceedings. 'tartan Scottish` medleys. Then he closed his
Then we paddled the few metres to the rocky eyes and played the most haunting air I have
shore. A few steps along the road and we heard for long while, with such control of
entered the Clachan Beag Hotel. We must have decoration, variation of melodic line, contrasting
looked a disreputable pair as went into the Bar. tempi and above all depth of feeling that I
Our host, Don, was most hospiable however. A thought it must mean something special to him.
table for a meal would be available in half an When we spoke he said ft was called The Dark
hour, and yes he would be happy to till our island, but was too modest to reveal it as his
drinking water container. We could even have a own composition which he had recorded on the
shower. Springtyme label. I later leamed that he was lain

MacLachlan of Benbecula, famous throughout
Clearly yachtsmen, even dinghy sailors, are the Isles and beyond for his accordion and fiddle
welcome at Castlebay - and the Highlands and playing.
Islands Development Board's free moorings are
doing something to help the hard-pressed tourist We had a couple more pints and paddled back in
trade. the gloaming to our little vessel. As we supped

our coffee an old wooden ketch glided quietly up
The menu was superb - at least a dozen under sail and picked up the mooring next to
different dishes all using fresh local fish. We ours wihout anyone leaving the cockpit - a nice
enjoyed a good meal, Hugh praising the turbot in Ittle demonstration of practised seamanship.
particular. The bar was mainly patronised by The name on the dodger was Chloe.
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The Island of Barra and the Bo Vich Chuan Buoy.

Da 9:SnaI5hJl light SSE and beat down the bay to the Sound,
Day 9: Sunday 5th Juiy | and then just beyond the line of the fisherman sI

Castlebay, Barra - Sound of Sanidray - pastshage jwhicdh prohvidje5s a short cutt tuoatbhie

1 0 miles gap in the long chain of islands and reefs that
join Vatersay to Muldoanich. We hoped to be

HW Ullapool 1 136h 2348h able to fetch straight through but of course we
were headed at the gap which is only a few

Forecast: i metres wide. We ended up tacking wihin a
metre of the rocks of Snuasimul. We were only
able to do this because of the crystal clear water.

M: We felt we deserved a late breakfast after our We made slow progress towards Sandray until
long day yesterday and we spent a pleasant the wind picked up from the SW as we
moming looking round Castlebay. l asked the girl approached the 3-metre rock of Sgeir
in the coftee shop the Gaelic for thank you and aChlogaid. As we tacked past it at 1600h we
practised saying Tapadh leat. [I have found out remarked on the cloud lowering to altostratus
the spelling since then.] from the moming's cirrus.

But Hugh had just one sailing day left before The tide would soon start to flood eastwards
returning to Norfolk. He had booked to catch the through the sound but southwards to the west o0
1415h plane out of Banra Airport tomorrow so we Sandray, so i would be helping us once we had
couidnt risk missing it by staying tonight away turned the comer. To avoid being set on to the
from Castlebay. We decided to go for a rocks, especially the notorious Loimbo Breaker,
circumnavigation of Sandray, the next island we needed to go well west along the Vatersay
south of Barra and Vatersay. shore before turning south towards Flodday.

We slipped our mooring at 134sh with the wind At 1630h the tide became noticeably strong
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against us. The wind was so light that we -

had difficulty making headway at the
narrowest part of the Sound. By 1700h - -E
we were between the two headlands at :I -
the SW comer of Vatersay. On starboard -

tack a transit against the shore of .-

Sandray showed we were being set
straight towards the Breaker. On port tack - - U V I I
we could not make headway beyond the ,i
headland either close inshore or further
out. We considered rowing further uptide -_
so that we could tack clear across to 3
Flodday but thought that with so little wind The Castlebay Hotel and Our Lady, Star of te Sea, Bara
there might be difficulties further on in
such a strong tide. We took the only other
option of running back down the Sound of of the beach, while the other tended the boat on
Sandray. the rsing tide. A dense mat of prickly plants and

flowers alternated with bare slopes of pure
It was a piy because the scenery was starting to windblown sand. At the top I looked down on
become dramatic as the westem cliffs of Pabbay Sandray's other beach. The anchorage looked
and Mingulay came into view. We drifted well nore exposed than Bagh BAn.
enough back down the Sound. with barely
steerage way. To retrieve something of the day We set off at 1925h. A light breeze had picked
we decided to land at the little sandy beach of up from the west and we made good progress
Bagh BAn ("White Bay") on Sandray. We came towards the fisherman's gap. There was no
close in to the rocks of Skare Kerks to avoid trouble this time. Hugh helmed all the way and
being set past the Bay and landed at 1800h. brought us up to the HIDB mooring where our

little tender awaited us. It was ten o'clock by the
It was a lovely little beach with virtually no swell time we had ngged the tent, cooked and eaten.
today. We each took a 30-40 minute walk up the We decided to forego an invitation to board
amazing 50-metre high sand dune to the south Chlod for a cuppa.

aware of my impending return to society. WeI Day 10: Monday 6th July went ashore and did some shopping. The lady in
Castlebay, Barra the tourist information shop assured me the fog

would lift in time for the 1415h aircraft from Barra
HW Ullapool 1233h beach. Mike found the postbus driver who

wamed us to be in good time as space was

Forecast (Stornoway CG 1710h): Wind light limited on the bus.
variable becoming SW to W 3/4. Cloudy, rain, M: I bought some cards and fudge for Hugh to

fog Patches. take home as presents for his family and mine. It

brightened up enough to sit outside at the coffee
shop and I got chatting to a Barra woman now

H: Fog, swirling about the harbour, creeping up living away who had come back for a holiday.
the mountainside and failing back again like a She still seemed to keep in touch wih all the
sodden milk pudding. No chance for an aircraft local gossip.
to get in.

Met up with Hugh and we decided to lunch at the
M: Kiessimul Castle appeared very dramatic, Clachan Beag. Normally I dont mind a wait after
seeming to dominate the scene more now. Sadly orderng - it's a sign of freshly cooked food - but
this was Hugh's departure day. we had to hurry it up in the end because of the

bus.
H: We breakfasted. I shaved and washed
diligently behind the ears and between the toes, The postbus was crowded for the six-mile run to
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The morning mis creates an appropriately dramatic s

BarraAirpor but donl think anyone wa left fro ompton Macke s h
out. Although was retuming toastbaywsfactor),istemostsgnifica
able to get off at the.airport.whilethebuswentbay.Theterinalha

Ktessimul Castle, Castiebay, Barra.

The morning mist creates an appropriately dramatic setting. I
Barra Airport but I don't think anyone was left from Compton Mackenzie's house (now aI
out. Although I was returning to Castlebay I was factory), is the most significant building in the
able to get ott at the airport while the bus went bay. The terminal has one room, an
on to Eoligarry a few miles further north. Quite a arhvalsideparture lounge which is decorated with
bustle at the little airport building as everyone the mandatory posters about customs
gathered to see the daily plane arrive. The local allowances and rabies regulations. There is a
priest was there and the obligatory fire-fighters. shop which sells coffee in paper cups and
The bus retumed tnom its trip north and joined souvenir tea-towels - a combination which
the small waiting crowd. Then at last there was a amused me.
stir as someone spotted the Loganair twin-
engined plane below the cloud to the northeast. The aeroplane is able to land safely because of
As it touched down on the beach its headlights the texture of the crushed sea-shells which form
reflected on the pools of water left by the the beach. This substance is steadily being
previous tide and clouds of spray rose up behind removed by the owners of Compton Mackenzie's
it. It taxied up to the gap in the beach fence and house who crush d some more and sell it as
stopped just a few metres away. The postbus fertiliser. A bizarre situation which I thought of as
driver motioned me to climb aboard so I said my being analogous to someone occupying Windsor
goodbyes to Hugh and we drove on to the beach Castle and tuming it into a demoition yard, while
right under the nose of the piane. While the tearng up the runways at Heathrow Airport and
driver loaded the mails I was abie to get out and selling them as hard-core.
wander around taking photographs.

The Loganair pilots are legendary. If you call an
H: Loganair operate a daily service to Glasgow, ambulance on Barra, you call Loganair. The
scheduled to leave each day at 1415h except at pilots have been known to come in at high tide,
sprng tides when the beach can be under water, during the most appalling conditions and whisk
There is a smart airport terminal which. apart someone safely away to the Glasgow Intirmary.
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Such people are both respected and loved in an Coopers Road to Mingulay I was familiar with
isolated community. the stories of the making of the fiim.

It was to the Glasgow Infirmary that my Back in Castlebay I had a list of jobs to do before
neighbour on the plane was bound. She was meeting Frank, my replacement crew, off the
many months pregnant and was going for her evening ferry from Oban. First shopping,
last pre-natal check. We took off in a cloud of especiaily for fresh meat. Unfortunately there
spray, wheeled westward over the Atlantic and was none to be had on a Monday, apart from
curled back over the island. I looked for some frozen chops from the Co-op. I filled the
Castlebay and Carnusfeama but they were water container at the pier and cleaned and
hidden behind the mountains. As Barra reached tidied up the boat; then I had a snack meal - I
the back of my window I could take in Mallaig, wasnl sure whether Frank would want a full
Canna, Rum, the Cuillin Ridge on Skye and meal when he arrved - and listened to the
Barra, all in one eyeful. From here it looked a Stornoway CG forecast on the VHF. I could hear
simple plan but the boats by now were very, very i clearly for once - there must be a transmitter
small. nearby. Then at six i paddled the tender across

to the slip at the ferry terminal and went off to the
M: Unfortunately the bus had to leave before we Clachan Beag for a badly needed shower.
had seen the plane take off. I was now the only The day turned into a brght sunny evening and I
passenger and got talking to the driver who was spent a while lounging around the village.
keen to show me all the places of interest on the Towards 8.30 pm it came to life again as people
way back down the west side of the island. He gathered to meet the ferry. The coffee shop
turned out to be Niall MacPherson, son of John opened up and children played in the ferry
MacPherson who was better known as the terminal car park. On time at 8.30 I got a fine
Coddy, star of the film Whisky Galore which was view of the Lord of the Isles sailing up Vatersay
made on Barra. Having recently read Derek Sound and into the bay. Crowds disgorged down
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the single gangway. are so keen to get. At work the cashier had told
me I'd missed the best in May and June and that

Frank: During my 23-hour rail and ferry journey i could be a bad time for the midges.
to Castlebay I had plenty of time to mull over
what I was about to embark on - and why. On Struggling under the weight of shopping Mike
the positive side, I love the sea and ships and had ordered I bumped into an ex-colleague from
sailing, and since I started I've clocked up about Leicester who was on a walking holiday, and that
3000 miles in my RYA cruising log book in all reminded me how I'd hoped to do some walking
sorts of condiions and ships and companies. on the islands but for a sprained ankle acquired
Almost all sorts - my dinghy experience is limited falling down a manhole a few weeks before.
to the elementary course on which I first learned
to sail, a miserable season crewing for a friend in At a quayside stall I tried the local, traditional fast
her Enterprise (in which I failed to move, causing food snack, a sweet herring - very tasty and
us to capsize in a good breeze, or I breathed, lingering - and climbed aboard the CalMac ferry
causing waterline turbulence which hindered us Lord of the Isles.
when there was no wind at all), and a few hours
in hired dinghies at Ferry Meadows, the Norfolk It was a dreary crossing in the fog and rain but it
Broads and the Dovey Estuary. Otherwise I have was fun explaining to the market researchers
sailed in "proper' cruising yachts and bigger why i wouidnl be using CalMac for my return to
tradiionally-igged vessels such as Thames the Mainland. Approaching Barra the sun broke
barges, trading ketches and a brig. This variety through and there, dwarfed as much by my high
goes some way to explain why I was doing this. vantage point on the ferry as by the nearby
aiways want to do something new or diferent yachts and fishing boats was the unmistakable
but, like the proverbial Jack of all trades, I don't orange foredeck of Camusfeirna and my first
stick with one thing long enough to gain much sight of the little boom-tent that was to be my
expertise. only sheiter for the next fortnight. Best put a

brave face on it, force a smile and get d over
It was in fact several weeks after Mike wih. After all I could hardly have got a cheaper
mentioned his project to me that I got in touch fortnight off work.
with him to express an interest, and from that
point on, the thing seemed to gather a "Hi Mike! Isnl d glorious? I'm really looking
momentum from which I could not escape forward to this!.-'
wihout feeling I'd be letting him down. I guess
after our brief trials at Rutland Water, Mike felt
he could survive with me, and I certainly had M: At last I spotted Frank laden with rucksack
every confidence in him and Camusfearna but.. and the shopping I had asked him to do in Oban.
Over the next few weeks my apprehension We left some of i under the upturned inflatable
mounted - partly as I came to understand more and repaired to the Clachan Beag for another
and more the restrictions and probiems of dinghy superb meal.
cruising lde, and partly as I wondered how we
would get on together. This was to be my main It was getting dark by the time we rescued the
holiday of the year and while I wanted to have inflatable from the tide rising up the slipway and
the experience I wasn't sure I was actually going paddled her the fifty metres over to
to enjoy af much. Couldn't Mike have found Camustearna. I welcomed Frank aboard and
anyone else? No. here I was. wondered whether we would get on as well

together as Hugh and I had. I had shared a
My last civilised experience was a haircut in shakedown cruise wih Hugh one weekend in
Oban, the barber telling me what a ldeless hole April on the Orwell. With Frank I had only had
Barra was, and the rest of the Hebrides two short day sails on Rutland Water. I would
posiively dead. Navigation would be impossible have to adjust to Frank's very different outlook
when limded to dinghy speeds on account of the and personaliy compared to Hugh's. We turned
strong, flukey and undocumented currents and in after the 0033h forecast on Radio 4.
constant fog. This was the 'local knowledge" we
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The charter vessel Marguerite Explorer tied up alongside local fishing boats.
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Day 11: Tuesday 7th July south side.

Ca.tlebay, Bara to MingulayWe rounded the eastem tip of Sandray at 1545h
Castlebay, Bana to Mmgulay and became becalmed in an oily sea, with just a
t 1 miles slight swell. It rained a little, the first rain we had

HW Ullapool 0049h 1339h had at sea.

Forecast (Stomoway CG 0915h): Wind light F: In the dry spells we could see a vanety of sea
ForibemasntyStornoatcy drizzleh) Wind o ligh creatures. Mostly lions mane jellyfish - thereI v~~ariabes masiinly Pty g drizzlet m istpoori fog seemed to be one every few yards - bright red,
patches. Visibility good but mod/poor in fog the size of a dinner plate and frilly. They trail

patces. utlok fo folowin 24 : MW4/5. polyps several metres long bearing stinging cells.
Also Beroe cucumis - no English name but
related to the sea gooseberry, like a little polybag

M: In spite of our agreed aim to sail as far north with rows of hairs for swimming. Quite harmless
as possible along the east coast of the Outer these but an exciting sight for me as I'd known of
Hebrides, I was determined to visit the them since studying zoology but had never seen
uninhabited islands to the south of Barra, and in one before. It is wonderful being so close to the
particular Mingulay, whose sea cliffs and water in the Wayfarer, and the water is
interesting history I had read about. Frank beautifully clear.
wanted to look round Barra a little before we left
which was fair enough. In any case there was M: The tide kept us moving south. We passed
little point in sailing south until the afternoon Pabbay at 1700h and the wind picked up from
when the ebb tide would help us on our way. the west to take us into Mingulay Bay. The rain

*-- stopped and we dropped anchor at-1815h a
F: Short walk on Barra, coffee, co-op full of cable or so oft the beach. The water was as
things I'd brought from the mainland. Saw clear as a swimming pool and by pulling in the
Marguerite Explorer. I noted a woman speaking warp we could see the anchor dug into the sand
in Gaelic to her friend - and telling her children about 8 metres below us.
oft in English!

It's true about the ever-present swell giving surf
M: I had another wander round Castlebay, which on the beach. We could see and hear it
I was getting to like. Hearing Gaelic spoken in pounding though I reckoned a landing was
the shops and post office made it somehow possible. Frank reckoned the inflatable would be
rather homely although I felt very much an swamped.
outsider of course. Yet the people were friendly
and welcoming. The untidiness of the main street Frank was still very tired after his 23-hour
was that of any port, and made it seem less of a joumey from Leicester. I had felt quite cold for
tourist town. once, not wearing my overtrousers over my wet-

suit when it rained. I felt warmer as soon as I had
I met up with Frank at the coffee shop and we towelled down in the tent. Dry clothes and a cup
paddled across to CamusfeArna. After a quick of tea and I was fine again. We had spaghetti
lunch we set sail and slipped our mooring at Bolognese to fill us up. I thought I would try
1445h, broad reaching across the bay in the going ashore very early in the moming but felt
gentle breeze, and then sailing close-hauled we needed to keep one of us on board.
through the fishermen's passage. In fact we were
pinching to make our heading but the tide made 2120h. Tuming in. Weather drying but still quite
up the difference and we slipped through the gap dull. CG forecast breaking up badly and only
nicely. The tide made some little ripples on the heard the outlook for Thursday.
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Day 12: Wednesday 8th July flood tide. We set sail and weighed anchor at0915h. We asked Hecla 111, who had appeared in
Mingulay to Acairseid Mh6r, Eriskay the bay overight, to pass our passage plan to19minglayst Stornoway Coastguard. ETA Eriskay was 1800h.

Actually expect to do it by HW slack about 3
HW Ullapool 0204h 1453h 1500h.

Forecast (Radio 4 0555h): Malin SW 3/4 Wind light again westerly. We set a course of 63'
Hebrides SW 4/5, 6 for a time, showers', to clear Pabbay by half a mile. Took severalgood. photos. We can clearly see Barra Head

Lighthouse on Bemeray, the most southerly of all
_ the Westem Isles. We missed it coming in last

night; it must have been in the cloud..M: Rain on and off all night and I slept likewise,
anxious as always about the anchor and the
sound of the surf which I always imagine is I
getting nearer. Perhaps we were too close in. I
remember getting up in the dark, and when I S
rinsed the bucket out, the sea sparkled wih e I 2 3 d. L,,9

beautiful phosphorescence. Miler . sodA

Awake for the 0555h forecast. Frank slept well. Baa * e
Bacon and mushroom sandwiches for breakfast 7 , °g.on
and then the usual lengthy packing procedure. .1 , - ERISKAY Mh&
Swim-suit. and wetsuit -- , tJ)I)7Fuday _ _ _…
sodden from hanging out in E,iar- Was Caslethe rain. Ugh, but soon
warmed up. Then a miracle - G_n
the sun broke through as we Gghr yGhY
were dismantling the tent. 
Soon the low cloud ua M
dissipated to reveal a 3Rj63Foddav
glorous blue sky Ha,,, ,y * Fisv

and sea.Loh/ud/eC Earsarr a

The weather was D_ Tango 1092.

not really settled Sound°tVasa $ ,.=d -The tide through the Sounds isenough to stay VATERSAY setting us eastwards. Frank helmed
around at such Hemshiwa 623'. and hoisted the spinnaker for a short
an exposed , v Vwhile, then everything was flapping
anchorage, much **.v Iso we took it in. We were abeam of
as I wanted to go Pabbay at 1025h - estimate 3 knots.
ashore and S~ 5Ound°/ A little breeze filled in across Pabbay
explore.- We VV Sound.
needed to sail ~RAY
north and that -- 9 1meant an early ungaQ °G,amuI It is a gorgeous moming. Loads of sea-birds allmeant an early h th Pioac around, sitting on the water, flying in long lines

start to catch the (razorbills), in groups (puffins) or alone. Nice
Outer HelAke ; 6 photo (I hope) of seven puffins. I dozed for I

Sound Mbvv#at Mingseveral minutes and then a sudden increase in
u-iL ,htnHwrn'wind woke me at about 1120h. Must be about

, ( ~~~~~~~~~Force 2/3. I took a fix at 1130h:e

AJf~. - | Eilean Mhor of Sandray 319' M 312-T
MINGULAY Muldoanich summit 008'M 001'T

° Soun7 ol D mr v v
'*,tBER HNERAY This put us two miles abeam of Sandray Point.
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The Southernmost isles.

We were imp,ressed by the haunting beauty of Bemeray, Mingulay and Pabbay, uninhabited by rnan
but a refuge for seabirds and seais.

We set a new course of 30' M for Bo Vich Chuan during the Clearances after being ejected from
Buoy, South Uist and Barra by the infamous Colonel

Cluny in 1838 to make way for sheep.
A steady breeze kept up, increasing to a good
Force 3 as we crossed the end of Vatersay The entrance to Eriskay's beautgully sheltered
Sound. We passed Bo Vich Chuan Buoy at little harbour, Acairseid Mh6r, was qune tricky
1230h and saw that we were being set strongly atthough the miain dangers were well covered
east by the tide. Changed course to 40' M. now it was HW. We came in very close to the
Curachan Rock and its buoy visible. Passed the headland and tacked through the inner narrows
buoy at 1310h. There were loads of eider duck to reach the pool at 1445h, a day's average of a
on the water around us which flew away as we bn over three knots.
approached. We're doing four knots plus now
and it's sunny and warm ................... F: As we entered Acairseid Mhor, Mike

recognised the green hull of Chioe and Roger
We reached the Binch Rock Buoy at 13ssh ...................and Jean soon had us moored alongside and
which means we're up to 5 knots, but a bn of ...................supping tea and biscuits. Ex-Wayfarer sailors,
that's tide of course. Here we change course ...................they soldtheir house on retirement, and Ch166 is
almost due nonlh (010' M) for the isolated 3- ...................their home wherever the mood takes them off
metre rock of Galeac. We reach this at 1410h ...................the Scottish, Welsh and Insh coasts in summer,
passing between n and the Stack islands. We're ...................and propped up in a yard in winter. What I most
now quite close in and can see the steep rock ...................appreciated was the offer to use their heads - I
faces protecting the ruined Weavees Castle, ...................am finding n very hard to bring myself to use the
former base of the pirate MacNeil. The Eriskay ...................less private facilities on CamusteArna.
shore looks a barren and infertile area. This was
where the poor islanders were allowed to settle ...................M: We had the use of their VHF to let CG know
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of our arrival. I had to spell CamusfeArna as beyond. I dozed in spie of the pnckly grass...
Charlie Alpha etc. what a bind!

F: M intended to walk right round to the South of
Then we set the tent and went ashore to explore. the harbour and look back towards Barra but the
Frank wandered round to the south of the late afternoon sunlight made everything so brght
harbour while I took the lane from the jetty and colourful that I made very stow progress,
towards the main village about a mile away. It stopping every few yards it seemed to consider
was so quiet - not a person, not a car. Summer taking a photo, and hampered also by me ankle.
fields of bog cotton and buttercups. I found a I realised I wouldnl have time to go south and
phone and called Diana. crossed the ridge at the head of the harbour to
I located the only pub, a modem timber walk north to the town along the fine, sandy,
bungabw called Am Politician after the ship deserted beach on the west coast, passing
which foundered off Eriskay in 1941 with 24 000 lazybeds still in use growing for potatoes. Asking
cases of whisky aboard, most of which went directions at a house where building work was in
missing. This was the basis of Compton progress I found I had passed the Politician and
Mackenzie's book Whisky Galore! and the 1948 retraced my steps to the rather modem
film, which was made not here but on Barra. I bungalow which is the island's only hostelry, and
took my pint out on to the machair grass of the found Mike crashed out in the garden. Not
pub grounds and watched the sun dip towards wanting to disturb him. I went back inside and
the sparkling Sound of Barra bejewelled with was treated to a large whisky by a fisherman
islands - Lingay, Fiaray, Fuday and the Atlantic from Liverpool - and came face to face wih the
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Camusfearna can just be seen on the right, tied up alongside Ch/C6
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less idyllic side of IHe here, for drink is one of the At the end the priest told us that all visitors were
few entertainments available in such a small and asked to leam one phrase of Gaelic before
remote community. leaving. We were to say Oidhche mhath - Good

night. Then we all joined hands in a circle to sing
M: Frank arrived at eight as agreed and we Oidhche mhath. (Again the spelling came later).
ordered herring in oatmeal.

When we said we had come from Mingulay that
On the way back we passed the Ca-Chommunn day, the priest said he knew it well, and
or Ca-operative Society Hall, and saw a ceilidh in compared it to St Kilda, far out in the Atlantic. In
progress. We didnl wish to intrude but somneone both places the bay and the site of the former
came out and dragged us in for the last hal village are encircled by hills, but on St Kilda he
hour. They were all local peopie, mostly women feHt the hills were more hostile than the caring,
and children and a few older men, led by the embracing hills of Mingulay.
island priest who made us welcome. He
explained that the proceedings were entirely in It was a good mile back to the harbour, and we
Gaelic. There was much traditional island singing strode out along the lane above the long beach
and dancing. A woman in a green dress with a called Coilleag a' Phrionnsa, the Prince's Beach,
powerful but melodic voice brought smiles to the where Pnnce Charles first set foot on Scottish
faces of the older folk. Girls danced a soil in 1745. We had scarcely got into our strde
Strathspey. The woman in green sang The when four women from the ceilidh picked us up
Eriskay Love Lift and led a long rhythmic working in an old Ford Escort van. Where else in the
song with many verses which individuals round world would two disreputable-looking men be
the room sang in turn while everyone joined in given a lift by a group of women at ten-thirty in
wih the choruses. Lovely rhythms and sad the evening? At the jetty I thanked them with my
inflections. Tapadh leat

We tumbled into our sacks at 11 pm.

I

Leaving Ertskay.

The morning sun sparkles on the entrance of AcairseWd Mh6r, Enskay as Chloe glides out to sea.
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a bft of a strain as steering needed constant
Day 13: Thursday gth July attention to avoid a gybe. Then the wind veered

Eriskay to Loch Skipport, South Uist ever so slightly and we decided to gybe. The
20rmilsk to Loch Skipport South Ulstwaves now increased slightly from the SSE but
20 miles no problem: in fact it was much better since the

HW Ullapool 0326h 1 604h gybe as we were now a few degrees off the dead

Forecast: (none wrtten down) Usinish Point had been in view since our change

of course and now started to become more
prominent at last. It was a fantastic feeling sailing

M: 1900h. We have amived at this beautdul, past the 'nine hills of South Uist that Hugh and I
peaceful, isolated spot called Wizard Pool, and had seen from the high point of Canna. Three
are anchored in a pool within a pool behind groups of three we had identdied with the gaps
Wizard Island. It's only about 50 metres from the
island to the shore. Nothing but heather, grass, SOUTH HARRIS
rock and water all around. Hecla rises above us ..ev.o..n

to nearly 2000 feet, the cloud around its summit d N. t
having cdeared since our arrval at 1600h. erersv _> /
Another fantastic sail - three days in a row now! 8"'-,a3 - ' - 1
I slept soundly until 0700h this morning and took
a few seconds to remember where I was. The '^'5err7ay8
boat was so still all night tied up alongside Chloe
in the little harbour at Eriskay. Then I heard H -

voices, Gaelic voices, drifting across from the
jetty. The fishermen were getting their boats and OR
gear rPady for the day's fishing. A short nap and itk' UIST
then up for a fairly leisurely breakfast. We tied on .
to the mooring buoy instead of to Chloe so that saema,e.;

she could leave first. l photographed her slipping Tam uU naT

down the narrows. The rain started just in time to V ¾d$

wet the tent before we packed h away! aavsn'tn q. Roy

We took our time and left at 1130h, less nerve- BENBECULA
wracking than tacking in, although the `nasty` O
was now uncovered as it was LW. We cleared w tha t i h e y
the harbour entrance at 1140h and set a course
of 052' M in light rain and a brisk (F2) southerly Range h L n

breeze, to go inside the small island of Hartamul esWGmr

off Ru Meivick, the SE corner of South Uist, t 7
At 1215h the island was abeam which meant we I
were doing four knots. We decided to hoist the ,tJY& UIST
spinnaker to take advantage of the fair wind. it ,

was Frank's first time as crew so we did n slowly U
by stages as you can on a run. Soon we were hpl _

creaming along merrily. Following the same -
course for a while to clear the land, we got a fix
due east magnetic of Rubha na h-Ordaig, the - -

headland which guards Loch Boisdale. This was ,_ i
1250h so we were up to five knots. 3
The wind was now southerly, not SW as i
forecast, so we were on starboard gybe, and as .
we bore away on to our new course of 015' M
we found we were still on starboard. We kept up
five knots for over an hour. l found the dead run
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being Loch Boisdale and the inhospitable Loch Beautiful calm water just nppling in the breeze. I
Eynort. Everything was a monochromatic grey hope we donl get those gusts off the mountains
now, matching the sea. (mentioned in the CCC Guide). Sails rolled away,

tent up, soup, tea and pies, then a look at the
We were now fairly tanking along since the gybe maps. I even had a doze. Also a chance to dry
and I sat on the stem buoyancy tank to raise the out some wet clothes as it seems to be
bow. Sure enough we had several good planes. brightening up.
The seas started to show white horses and the
wind moved up a gear, but I felt very much in 1945h - time to cook the chops! A yacht anchors
control. so we can just see her bows beyond our island.

Kids splash around in an inflatable. What a
Looking behind a brt later I saw a rather beautdul evening.
menacing rain cloud about a mile south over
Loch Boisdale. This and a long surf down a wave F: We're in Wizard pool - it really is a magic
had me wondering whether we had too much place - through a gap we can see another pool
sail. Better sooner than later! If you're wondering where I noticed a yacht anchored as we came in.
then reef. All the sayings came into my head and Not much room to swing behind the island, but
we both agreed we should drop the spinnaker we're anchored just tar enough to be clear of the
and reef the main. The great orange spinnaker island with the full 50m anchor warp out. Ddn't
came down smoothly and Frank did a good job seem worth inflating the tender but now I wish
too on the jiffy reefing. I just had to luH up for a we had done. ht would have been fun explonng
short while so he could reach the furthest out of this and the next pool.
the three reefing ties.

Pork chops and savoury rice for tea. Forecast
Back on course and at once it felt more and tides iook good for another long haul
comfortable. The squail we had seen astern tomorrow to Rodel on South Harms - 26 miles
seemed to dissipate dselft but another passed and up to eight hours sailing.
close to the east of us. Our speed was back
down to four knots,

I had estimated we would have Usinish Light '3 . r ,
abeam at 3 o'clock. That was at 1250h based on d .- /2- f/-
our 5 knots then. As it was, we got there at *45 i17
1505h! We were closer in than the two miles I 25 25

had plotted so I quickly charted a new course to 2 25
clear Omish Island. It was dramatic scenery as / 2
we closed the entrance to Loch Skipport. Frank -'9 ' l \ 'x -

took the helm for a while. We now had smoother ' ' ' 2 '

waves with no whie, but closer in to the ?

headland of Usinish we could see white horses SHILLAY MO'
aplenty. ) / ;9 2?

In the lee of the headland our speed dropped / .> i 1T 5p

and we discussed shaking out the reef as we 1 3;

would need pointing abiliy to weave our way '
round the rocks to the anchorage in Wizard pool. -Q&......
At Frank's suggestion we left i until actually ' ,HILLAY iEAG\

round Ornish Island. Here there was a really ¼ 7

calm patch, but as soon as we had full sail again, - * 75j;•K
d piped up wih rapid shifts off the islands. 9

Port tack took us up Loch Skipport until the east t ' - 'r \ ' X
ends of Shillay M6r and Beag lined up. One tack . '# 5 Ct, /

to clear them, luffing into the bay to be sure of > > m
missing the invisible Float Rocks, two more quick ,
tacks across Wizard pool and we dropped > & 7» X
anchor in about 6 metres at 1600h. = '_
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Evening calm at Wizard Pool, Lorch Skipport, South Uist.

IDay 14: Friday 10th July with Frank still on the foredeck sorting out the
. ~~~~~~~~~~anchor. This worked well, but wdh loads of black

Loch Skippori, South Uist to Poll an Tighmail nmud everywhere. We were off at 1130h, cleared
(Rodel Pool), South Harns Luirsay, the island N of the entrance at 1150h
27 miles and the fairway buoy of Bagh nam Faodieann ar

121 Oh. This means we are doing 3 knots, in spde

HW Ullapool 0440h t 707h of a little tide against us still.

Forecast (Radio 4 0555h): Low Fastnet 1009 The wind is NW Force 2-3, blue sky with lots of
mb moving SE. Low SE Iceland siow, filling. fair-weather cumulus, Obviously a cold front
Atlantic low Greenland expected 100 W of went through between 6 and 8 this mrnoing.
Rockall by ??h, Skye is very sharp but the Cuiilin tops are in

| Main Hendes:SW bcomin S 3incresing doud. Neist Poirnt Lighthouse is visible behow the
4~~~5 later. ~~~~~curved profile of the massive citffs of Waterstein

i ,a.er. ~~~~~~Head. We can see Rum but not Canna. We
.... ~~~~called the Coastguard at t135h and t140h to

report position and plan but heard no reply.

M: I woke at 0500h to a strong breeze in the We are aiming for Loch Rociel, ETA 1930h but
Pool rnaking the boat sheer abzout. l checked we wouh teil CG 2130h. It's 25 miles so at least
weren't dragging. There were some heavy ektgf hours at 3 knots. Frank helming from
showers, My wetsuit, and the swim-suit I wear 1230h.
under t, were dry last night and l left them out to
air (tied to the masl). I listened to the 0555h At 1315h we were checking our coompasses and
forecast and then slept till 0830h. course and Frarik pointed out a little whnde

'house' on the distant Harrns skyline. We then
We breakfasted and packed and hoisted the lookedi through the binoculars and realised that
main but no foresail so that i could lack easily this was the quarry scar mentioned in the CCC
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Iassing Ronay and Floddaymore. Six and a half Madadh...

Frank plots a position off North Uist.

Guidet still 23 miles away. ight. We are making one and a haof knots2
perhaps.

t330h. Fixed our position off the summits of
Eaval nearest of the Norh Uist hills and Ronay. We must plot our position some time but were
This puts us a mile and a half off the coast still off Weavers Point, lust north of Loch
passing Ronay and Fioddayrnore. Six and a half Madadh..Ilmiles in 80 minutes means we have averaged
just under 5 knots. The tide had turned. Now the wind is picking up but only very

gradually with the suggestion of a veer so weIAround 1420h the wind fell light. Frank took a fix can almost make our course of 25- M on
at 1430h showing 4 knots over the previous starboard tack. That makes the wind ENE.
hour. He took the helm at 1455h but we wereI ~~almost becalmed by then. Five minutes later we 1810Oh Well it wasnt picking up. We've had over
were moving nicely at about 2.5 to 3 knots. The two hours almost becalmed. Just enough wind to
problem seemed to be the wind shadow of the fill the sails and give us steerage way - a fraction
North Uist hills, but there was some evidence of of a knot. We tried steering away from North Uist
a lee wave' effect wih rippled water inshore of on port tack (70- M). Then a long tack in towards
us and further out. the Sound of Harris on about 0' M as the wind

veered yet again. Frank has just taken over the
The sun is sparkling on a blue-grey sea but there helm again and a small puff has us heading out
is still a chilly NW wind. l feel quite dozy lying on on port again. At 1815h we now have the N end
the floor of the boat with my back against the of Hermetray abeam. Must fix our posiion. 6.5
thwart. May have a sleep while Frank is miles in 4.5 hours - a bit over a knot average.
helming...

1900h. We've been making about 2 knots for 30
1545h. 1 must have dozed off for a few minutes. i minutes or so now and have just seen a school
woke to find the boat on the same course but the of five or more porpoises jumping in twos and
opposite tack. Frank said the wind died threes only about 30 metres from the boat. They
completely then filled in from the NE - still very passed astem and disappeared towards the
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Sound of Harris. a black fin moving quickly towards us. A few feet
from the boat it turned and with a swish of its

We are now about hat way across the eastern broad tail it disappeared. I judged it to be 20 or
end of the Sound and think we have seen Rodel 25 feet long and at the time we guessed it was a
Church through the glasses. The wind has just whale. A little earlier hundreds of seabirds had
dropped to almost nothing (again) but the tide settled on the water where the gannets were
still seems to be helping us. It must be near to diving - a shoal of fish no doubt - and this must
slack water though. be what attracted i.

At 1955h we agreed that we need to row to get M: We assumed d was some sort ot whale
to Rodel. Four hadt-hour stints brought us into the although I wondered about the basking sharks
Loch. We saw a typicaily magnificent Hebndean that Gavin Maxwell used to catch. I have to
sunset as we approached Renish Point which admi to a degree of apprehension as the fin
guards the entrance to the Loch. came towards us like the shark in the Jaws

trailers.
F: Sea creatures gave us a treat today - a family I
of porpoises leaping, several seals, gannets Shortly it was my tum to row and I brought
soaring and circling high and diving into the sea Camusferna through the narrow rock-bound
for fish. Lots of jellyfish again as we rowed - this Bay Entrance to Rodel Pool (or Poll an Tighmhail
time the 'common" sort Aurelia I think. All day to give its correct name). It was 2210h as we tied
Hecla of South Uist, under which we spent last up to the one free HIDB mooring - nearly eleven
night in Wizard Pool, dominated the view astem, hours on the water! It was an effort to put the
while ahead we could see the quarries above tent up. We heated up a ready-cooked Lasagne
Lingarabay just beyond Loch Rodel. and had instant soup, tea and cake. It is very

quiet here still. Candles in the tent make it very
Just at Renish Point as we were entering the cosy. We listened to Sailing By and the 0033h
outer loch, I was rowing, Mike on the tiller, I saw forecast before turning in.

- - I------

2 
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Day 15: Saturday 11th July one while rowing nearby.

Poll an Tighmail, Loch Rodel, Hams Eventually l left and walked down past an old low
water tower to the pier where the Lochmaddy

HW Ullapool 0543h 1800h ferry goes: met a couple of cyclists from HollandI ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~there who were finding navigating a bit difficult
Forecast (Radio 4 0033h): Low 998 mb 400 with all the mountains blocking the views. InmilecstWo (Radokal 33h expcte W 9 Sctln 940 Holland you can always see a church tower
miles W of Rockall expected W Scotland 994 miles away so you know where you are. It was

getting quite late now, about 1700h, and I was

Hebrdes: SE3 becoming cyclonic 4/5 then intending to walk the long way round behind
NW. Roinebhal (460m) on the Langavat road, a good

ten miles.

Going up towards Loch Langavat I saw a lot of
M: Saturday 1545h. Another lovely little pool and peat cuttings and a white ewe with a black lamb.
I am on my own for a day. Occasionally I had to step off the road for

passing traffic, which reminded me that my ankle
We moored to the only free one of the three is still a problem; I'd like to go up on the
HIDB mooring buoys here. It's just a few metres mountains but it's not really on yet. Still ft was a
from the Island Channel which was a wall of very pleasant hike along this contour road. As I
boulders last night. The Bay Channel which we went along, each loch was at a higher level than
used has a least depth of 0.3 metres so we were the previous. Then the road climbs to a pass
lucky ft was neaps as it was near to LW when we between two hills and soon the big Loch
finally rowed in. Still we only draw 0.23 m - nt's Langavat comes into view almost touching the
just the boulders we could see in the water that 50m contour. In a little bay is a slipway and
were worrying! pontoon with huts and racks of nets and fish

crates, and out in the middle was a salmon
The Pool is supposed to be sheltered from all hatchery.
directions but with three entrances, two of them
facing fairly open sea, i's hard to see how this is A bit further on two men were fishing with rods;
true. For the last half hour the swell has been one of them was cleaning his day's catch - a
rolling the boat mercilessly since the tide opened treat for his visiors from Aberdeen next week.
the Island Channel. However I can live wdh it Among the trout was a small salmon - about the
and we're probably better sheltered from the size of a good size sardine. This he was filleting
wind than the other two moorings. for his dog, a French "Papillon" which cost him

£300 and worth every penny. He told me that the
From what I saw when I went ashore this people of Harrs won't touch wild fish, regarding
morning, Rodel is a one-house town. Just the them as cannibals. He had driven down the 60
Rodel Hotel, which has a rather austere miles from Stornoway to fish here.
character that fis the surrounding rocky hills. Its
upholstered lounge reminds me of Manchester Beyond Loch Langavat the scenery changes to
pubs in the Sixties. Donnie the young proprietor something I've never seen before - the map
is welcoming though. He refilled one of our ten- looks like a section of a sponge. It's like a very
litre water containers and then gave Frank a lift rocky moorland with numerous humps mostly
into Leverburgh. It looks as though he's doing up five or ten metres high and between them lots of
the Hotel, which seems very run down with one pools in the peat. Much of the Uists and
wing really derelict. Benbecula look the same on the map but I

wasn't ashore there.
F: After a quick half, the landlord gave me a lift
into Leverburgh where I installed myself in the At Finsbay there is a post office in what looks
cafe above the co-op for about three hours like half a garage, and several small houses. A
writing postcards. and eating home-made soup woman came out for a smoke as I passed her
and jacket potatoes. It wasn't until I'd written a house; R tums out she's from Frankfurt but has
dozen cards that I got talking about the trip and spent so much time here over almost twenty
found that my whale was a basking shark - quite years that ft's her spiritual home now and where
harmless I was assured. Interestingly the woman she intends to end her days. She talked of the
I was speaking to had also been approached by Redland plan to quarry away Roinebhal, the
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highest mountain on South Harris. The locals Church. The church is very impressive, quite
seem favourable, expecting employment, but at small and very plain inside - no seating at all. It
the public meetings she got Redland to admit has some magndicent tomb carvings and a
that there would be very few employment sixteenth century effigy of Alexander MacLeod.
opportunities for the people here. She left A at The stone carvings above his tomb include both
that - she doesn't want Roinebhal quarried, but biblical scenes and scenes of everyday activities.
she wants to live out her days here and doesnt There is a stag hunting scene and Alex was
want to be blamed i the quanying doesnl go clearly into open boat sailing, though the vessel
ahead. depicted had more Viking lines than the

Wayfarer. The effigy lying on the tomb is of
Her phone rang and I went on my way. "It's gneiss, a black granular rock with sparkling
about Rodel time,' she said, "You'll probably get crystals of quartzite embedded in it. There are
a lift.' It was now gone 8 o'clock and I had four two other effigies but without carvings above
miles to go. them.

Above Rodel on the moor I saw several golden Grave slabs displayed in the north transept
plovers (Mike identified them from my description showed early Celtic designs with a sword as the
and his bird guide confirmed). Then I left the central motif as on the effigies. Here they were
road and took a path by Loch na Criadhach to surrounded by intricate abstract or leaf-motd
Bayhead, where four children were splashing designs.
each other by throwing stones in the stream, and
on to Lingarabay where it began to rain quite
heavily. Just above I could see the big quarry
scar we were using as a landmark yesterday. -
Not much sign of machinery, but there was a - -
ship with several derricks at Uamh down by .
Lingarabay island._.._,

Back on the Finsbay-Rodel road in the rain and
poor visibility. At last the road tums to Rodel
above the pool where our Wayfarer lay at its
moorng looking very very small. The tender
wasn't there so I guessed Mike might be at the I
hotel, but then he whistled - he'd spoken to a - -'

woman in a Lada, the only "Rodel time" car that 
had passed me - and walked up to meet me. w _

He showed me (in the almost darkness) around i ' -
Saint Clement's church and famous carved tomb __ --

with the angel and evil weighing souls. Then - I
down to the hotel which was not very warm - I'd " jf .
hoped to get dry - and back to Camusfeirna. \ L r'

St Cletnents Church, Rodel
M: At 1330h I paddled back to Camusfeama for
a rare treat, a full wash. Then mackerel in curry The square tower is rather squat in proportion to
sauce (tinned) and so-called Tandoori Fried the nave. I went up the stone stairway built wdhin
Rice. its double wall to successive floors dimly lit by slit

windows. Ladders gave access to the top two
I tidied up the boat a bit and tried to dry some floors. The view across the Sound of Harris was
wet clothes and charts; put on a complete clean stupendous, but obscured from photography by
dry set (of clothes) then stepped into the slit windows with Victoran leaded glass.
inflatable to see to some rain which had collected
on the tent roof - only to find that much had The arch of the north transept is Norman,
already drained into the tender - so my clean dry suggesting an orginal structure much eartier
socks were soaked. than the sixteenth century date given.

At 1900h I went ashore to take photographs of I wandered across some hillocks to overlook the
the Pool and then have a look at St Clement's Pool and took photographs to show the
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entrances. Then I went to the pub and tred to bfe, but they can upset a small boat by accident.
phone Diana. No success - she must have set
out for Scotland. Geoff was still out too. In the After a long while in the pub I went out for a
bar I talked to an old seafarer about this and breath of air. I was raining and there was no
that. The quarries at Lingarabay were about to sign of Frank. Nearly decided to back to
be re-opened by Redlands, a Leicestershire Camusfearna but I would only have to paddle
company, but little employment will result for back to pick him up. Eventually I walked up the
local people. A new jetty was to be built there. road towards Lingarabay and met him. He'd had
He said the whale' we had seen off Renish a good day. Pints and burgers in the pub before
point was a basking shark, and the school we paddling back to C. at about 2300h. Calm.
saw earlier would be porpoises as we thought.
Apparently the sharks do not attack and cannot
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I ~~~~~~~~~~Poll an Tlghmhall, Sou.th Harris

I ~Camusfeirna can be seen at one of the HIDB mooring buoys. Beyond is the Sea Channel which
faces across the Minch to the northern tip of the isle of Skye.
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Dayt16- Sunday 12th July equipped me weli. Then listened in to the 1355hDay 16: SundaY 1 Yth July shipping forecast (above). Eight later - we

Poll an Tighmail, Loch Rodeli Harris havent had it this bad. Later means after
midnight tonight. But I dont think we could be in

HW Ullapool 0634h 1845h a better place for it. The HIDB mooring is
bombproof and we are tied to d by two separate

Forecast (Stomoway CG 0910hn: SW3 ropes now. My only doubt is the tent but the Pool
becomag NW 6 decreasiG 09tOh)- SW3 is as well protected from the NW as one might
Outlook NW 6 decreasing to 4 o hope for; two channels face E and SE and the

Outlook NW6decresingto4Bay Channel facing SW is hidden from us and
(Radio 4 1355h): Complex ow Faroes 994 anyway only opens on to the small outer Loch(Radio4 135h): Cmplexlow Froes Rode].
moving slowly NE deepening to 990. Frontal
troughs moving N over S Ireland and SW 1520h. At the moment its still blowing hard and
England later. rsing. The windward fetch is less than 100

Hebrides: NW 6/7 perhaps 8 later mietres so we have no waves - just the boatIsheering about due to the windage of the tent.

1 600h. Correction: as the tide risbs the Bay
M: 0900h. I slept until 0530h when a little swell Channel is not hidden and I can see a direct
rolling the boat woke me. Again the rising tide fetch across Loch Rodel - another 2 cables. The
had opened the Island Channel just by our waves are still small as another squall goes
mooring. It started raining, rapidly getting heavier through. Some chafing on one of the lines as it
wih the wind getting up. Tuned in to Radio 4 on passes through the ring on the buoy wihout a
198 kHz and just as she said Hebrides variable knot. I've now tied a third length of the same
becoming... a squall came over, the wind flapped rope to the ring with a fisherman's bend and
the tent and the rain pelted on the roof. The big brought it back to the strut forward of the CB
depression we had seen on the TV screen in the case.
pub at Eriskay had come across on a more
northerly track than expected and was rght over There is no chance of getting ashore. We do
the Hebrides moving to Fair Isle by 0100h have an inflatable - quite a good one which rolls
tomorrow. So we are resigned to staying put a up small enough when deflated to go under the
second day here, although at is brightening from front side seat of the Wayfarer, but the plastic
the NW. blades of is oars broke the first time d was used

(about four years ago) and we now use wooden
The rain has damped the swell down. After paddles, Canadian canoe style. I would defy
getting up and attaching the big spare anyone to paddle the 100 metres to the jetty
mainsheet" rope as a second mooring line and against this wind.
moving the tender astern from alongside, I made
a brew. So what? No sweat. Were quite happy sitting

here reading, writing and swigging tea. I dont get
We heard Stornoway Coastguard loud and clear much chance nowadays to sit and do nothing
at 0910h and called them at 0920h to say we much at all.
were moored up safely and were unlikely to even
get ashore. This was in case Geoff got worred at We get out the tidal stream charts and plan a
the weather and us not phoning him. This was passage to Scalpay (Harris) for tomorrow. NE
the first time I had established direct contact wrth going stream starts HW-4 that is 1 523h, ends
the coastguard on my own set. Reception was HW+2 ie. 2123h. It's only 12 miles so should be
good and he could obviously hear me well too as no problem, leaving after lunch.
he got the boat name right first time.

F: We've spent the whole day sitting out this
For that the VHF was worth its hefty price... and stomrm at Rodel which threatens to last through
the price of the day's tuition and operators tomorrow as well. Shelter here is not very good
examination. and the Ship's Licence from the wind and not brilliant from the sea at
(Transportable)! high tide. In an Easterly there would be very little

shelter at all. We're not risking the dinghy - a
Festered all morning for which my great shame because in spite of the cold wind it's
mountaineering experience in the Cuillin has been mostly a bvely sunny day for walking.
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Storm clouds over the Minch

I ~~~~~The view eastward from Camusfearna, storm-bound in the Pool at Rodel.

I ~~~I've got a few letters written at least (or at last!). I yacht the tender would have an outboard
am enjoying the experience and the challenge of sufficiently powerful for us to get ashore - and in
this trip - the sailing dseK has so far been much any case, today's weather, while perhaps
better than I had expected - but then we haven't uncomfortable, would not have stopped us
had to do any real beating yet. Certainly the sailing aKogether. My other complaint is that
Hebrides are worth seeing. everything has to be done in sequence - on a

yacht you can be under way wdh one at the helm
Obviously its not ideal to have to spend a whole while others cook, wash up, tidy personal gear,
day aboard in harbour like this - on a bigger wash, shave...
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only difference from the rest of the day is that
I am very glad to have had the opportunity for before about 1800h the other yacht, Capercaillie
this experience. l am equally sure i will not do it had not arrived, and for most of the day we've f
again. had no view at all - it's been so cold we've had all

the flaps shut.
2115h now - another squall coming through. The
tide's about half way out and we have the same Interruption for the Stornoway CG forecast: W
view we've had since about 1800h - the tender, Force 6 at first easing to 4/5 overnight and 3/4 by
two blue HIDB moorng buoys, and the Sea Monday afternoon.
Channel opening from Rodel Harbour. A wooden
yacht wih canoe astem and bowsprd is moored That's a bit better isnl it? We'll see how things
to the buoy nearest the Channel and way off in are, but possibly we'll be off for Scalpay in the
the distance (we're looking almost due east) we morning, even if i means bucking the tide. I
can see the northern end of the isle of Skye. The

Day 17: Monday 13th July Agreed we should try going ashore. Get oilies

Poll an Tighmail, Harris and buoyancy jackets on. Radios in the BOH 
container. Polybag with trainers and dry socks (I 

HW Ullapool 0716h 1923h was weanng wetsudt boots). I pumped out the
biige but there was less water there than I

Forecast (Radio 4 0555h): too bad to note! hthouht. Tidied up and battened down the I
(CG 0910Oh): still bad, but down to 4/5 later Frank brought the tender round to the starboard

(CG 1310h): W/NW 6/7 decreasing NW5 later side and we flipped it over to empty it. Then
then 3 by Tuesday morning. Showers. ViSt Frank got in, l handed him the gear and paddles
good but moderate in showers. and the empty water container and got in myself.

Then I asked him what he thought. He said he
M: It looks as though we're stuck here for was sure we would not be able to paddle against
another day. Woke for the 0555h forecast - bad. the wind. l agreed: I thought it was at least Force
The 091 Oh forecast confirms, only down to 4 or 5 5 in the Pool. We pulled up to the mooring buoy
later'. That means 1900 hours. I sleep or doze to check the warps and got back on board

until 1000h and then decide I must at least get Camusfeama.
up and have breakfast. I

Over a cuppa I asked Frank when he first
We have a discussion about the day. Neither of realised how difticuht R would be. He said as soon
us wants to spend another day cooped up on as he started pulling the inflatable alongside from
board a sixteen foot dinghy. Frank reckons there the stern. Feeling the pull on the painter, he said,
is little risk in using the inflatable as the jetty is he knew d would be impossible. He accused me
directly upwind. If we pull up to our mooring buoy of knowing all the time, but I said t wanted to go
before letting go, we will at worst be blown back ashore as much as he did and was quite willing
to Camusfearna. I point out that the Sea Channel to have my opinion tested (but not, in the event,
is directly downwind, If we missed CamusfeAma as far as untying the painter!)
we would also just miss the N tip of Skyel I.
would like to wai on board, check the gear, tidy it was my tum to read last Saturday's Stornoway
up and be ready to sail from about 1500h if a Gazette which Frank had bought in Leverburgh.
decrease in wind arrives: d not, go ashore for the The 131 Oh CG forecast gives hope for tomorrow.
evening.

We may think about going straight for Rona
However we can probably do tboth: go ashore which is about 36 miles away. l must plot a good 3
this morning (with radios), eat in the pub and weather map from the 1350 forecast on Radio 4.
come back at say 1400h. The outlooK is so unsettled that going further
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along the Outer isles may jeopardise our chance Rona (a further 15 miles) in daylight? If the wind
of getting home in time for Frank's work next falls light there are one or two fair-weather
Monday. anchorages like Staffin, but we would hope to

mTake Acairseid Mhor at Rona which is definntely
We would need to go with the tidal stream round a sale anchorage..
the N tip of Skye. This lasts from HW-4h 15 min
to HW+2h 10 min. An hour later it's 1.4 knots We discuss this all after lunch of Torteilini and
against us at the Skye headland. I work ht out. Parmesan followed by half each of a massive
We have to get past Skye by 1 000h. This means grapefruit which tums out to be mainly skin.
starting impossibly early - 0300h. (We use 3 Frank agrees about making for Rona next. We
knots as our planning speed) Is n light? Getting decide to go for an 0400h start and hope to
up, cooking and packing takes nearly a couple of make 4 knots to reach Skye by 0915h. This
hours. Ughl gives us about 45 minutes in hand for getting

round the headland.
Altematively... When does the tidal gate there
open tomorrow evening? It's at HW-4 that is The wind has dropped. We go ashore to the pub
1600h. Do we then have enough time to reach for the evening.

_ ~~~~~~~~~~~Atr th__o

Calm night at Poll an Tighmail, South Hafrls.
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ESE s t return to wJr course ot 0 {J

ESE so we can tack and return to our course of Eilean Glas Lt (Scalpay) 042 M
0 082 M. Rubha Hunish (Skye) 110' M
Visibility is pretty good. We can see the Harris
and Lewis coastline up to Rubha Uisenis and the This gives an amazingly small cocked hat. Alter
Shiant Isles, South to the headlands that jut out steering 20 uptide and actually beating the tide
from Skye into the Minch and then back to South for a while we are now back on direct line to
Uist. Eilean Glas Lighthouse shows up clear so l Rubha Hunish, with prospects of going well
take a fix: south as the SW-going tide increases. We have

Watemish Pt 151 M made 5 miles in 1 hour 40 minutes, exactly three
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-~~~ ~~~~~~h Nothr Clff of lSkye

The ~ 155h Norher winff has jutbakdye w r

1300h. Atter sailing in light airs for a hour, a fix heading 120'. Estimated speed 2.5 kntots.
shows little change in our position!

1705h Still on port lack, the wind has freshened
1425h. We have continued close-hauled on for a while now and gradually freed so we are on
startoard tack heading between 80 and 90' M heading 95' M towards Duntulm CG Station
and a fix now puts us well north of the rhumb (Chart 221 0). The island of An t-lasgair looks like
line. We suspect our hand bearings as it's not a gigantic boulder sitting on the water on our Wort
easy on such a small boat to get accurate bow.
bearings. At 1440h the wind picks up at last from
due East. Htere the onginal log now records in detail the

times and courses of eachi tack towards Ine
At 1 525h we have a clear transh between the S narrows between the northern tip of the Isle of
of MacDonaids Table and Eitean Trodday whicn Skye and the rocks and islands to the north of h.~
puts us definitely on track. The bearing to the There were wind shifts of 20' or so and at one
Ascrib islands shows progress to have been point we tacked up closer to Lord MacDonalds
disappointingly slow however - 6 miies in 3 hrs Tabie, a dramatic block of grass-topped rock sr t
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against the background of the Shiant Isles to the A brown sail appeared in the distance to the east
north. The heading was now 005' M, and on this of us and seemed to stay in the same place for a
tack the transits of these two groups of islands long time. After a while I realised i was on a
showed us very clearly that the tidal stream had parallel course.
turned in our favour.

This is magnificent! The sky has cleared, the
The final tack was at 1835h. Although it wind is up to Force 4 and the evening sun is
appeared that we would have to make further showing the Quiraing, Flodigarry and Staffin to
tacks to clear Rubha Hunish, and then the their magnificent best. The mainland hills around
second headland Rubha na h-Aiseig, the tide Loch Tomidon are visible and I can even make
swept us on relentlessly and we fetched both out Slioch and An Teallach and then, further to
headlands from about three miles out. The cliffs the left, the long moorland stretching to Rubha
around here are very dramatic and the Reidh. Ahead of us was Rona wih is lighthouse
strengthening breeze meant we were both sitting showing white, and beyond it the hills of
well out. So, quite late in the day, it tumed into Applecross and around Loch Kishom.

I one of those really memorable sails. We passed Staffin Island at 1752h which meant
About half a mile before passing Eilean Trodday 5 knots. We should be in Acairseid Mhor before
the wind over tide conditions started to maker dark! The Storr was now in sight with its
the sea quite lumpy. A trawler came quite close remarkable leaning pinnacle silhouetted against
seeming to want to maintain a collision course. the sky.
We were able to bear away across his bows
however, the Wayfarer accelerating most At Rubha nan Brathairean our course of 150' M
satisfyingly as we eased the sheets. At 1905h took us away from Skye. There was now quite a
we passed Rubha na h-Aiseig close in and were Northerly swell in the Sound as we approached
able to bear away down the east coast of Skye. the barren looking slopes of Rona. For a longI

I

I_ 
Flodigarry.

The impressive cliffs and landslips and the small crofting settlements on the northeast coast of Skye
are seen well from the sea and in the evening light Beyond is the peak of Beinn Edra.
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while it seemed completely featureless. We were Conmara came motoring in by the short cut north
quite close in before we were able to see the of i and overtook us. We both anchored "west of
channel between Rona and Raasay which is the the rocks W of the jetty." Frank estimated the
essential marker to finding the anchorage. We depth at eight metres quie close in. It was
were then looking for Eilean Garbh, the island 2230h. We asked Conmara to contact
guarding the entrance. First we decided one Stomoway CG which he did via Oban. He was
lump of rock was i and then another. At 221 Oh tired too and a bi tetchy especially when the
we had armved south of it and saw the whde coastguard asked him to repeat the spelling of
arrow and marker post identifying ft for sure. It Camustearna "all after alpha"! He had single-
was calm water here but the wind was directly handed from the Shiants but i think was a little
out of the channel, and wth several rocks to more sympathetic when he heard we had come
avoid we downed sails and rowed in, Frank from Rodel.
standing on the foredeck conning for rocks with
the CCC Guide in his hand. Through my clumsiness and tiredness I

collapsed the tent frame as we were erecting i
There was a quite marvellous sunset and I and one of the side poles was lost overboard.
wanted desperately to photograph it, but my Managed to jury rig i by splinting the spinnaker
anxiety to get anchored before dark was greater. pole to the remaining half of the side pole. We

turned in at 0025h and listened to Sailing By. I
In fact the rocks all showed above water. As we think I heard the forecast but remembered
passed the island the brown-sailed boat nothing.

Day 19: Wednesdtay 15th July up. The guy on Conmara has been out for a row
around thie pool. Now 1 have to head back to the

Acairseid Mhor, Rona to Portree Harbour tender for our trp to Portree.
10.5 miles

HW Ullapool 0O23h 2031h h__ _ _

., t"" ; t RONA

F: Mike woke me this morning after a very good A/'Denc,ne

but cold night's sleep at half past eight by I;i
drawing the curtains so that the sun streamed in (
dazzling through my eyelids. No wind. Water like
a mirror. The ketch Conmara moored nearby and &JJe

another yacht (Temna ?) behind the island. To /, r f
the north of our harbour is a wooded slope, the ,

first woods since leaving Oban, although a few ,l 
conifers had been planted ornamentally at 'f / s ,

Leverburgh to try to make the place hook less R ASAY

barren. XcS,

We've given ourselves an hour and a hait ashore k <
here. Unusually, n's Mike who has gone for a
hike. I am perched on a rocky ledge about ten
metres above the sea near the ruined cottage .
and quay, while Mike has gone climbing to high
points - he wants to see all the mountains he has > "i
climbed around here - he was naming them all to
me and explaining their features as we sailed FIF 'M

down the east side of Skye last night. ',.,,,.K 3
By now the sun has gone and a breeze is getting SKYE » 
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M: Woke at 0830h, Pumped up the inflatable to treated like remote hill country not a low level
paddle about 20 metres to the rocky shore. I ramble. One and a half hours on shore was
went for a walk, aiming for the wooded peninsula nowhere near enough time for me, although
to the west of the anchorage. Rona seems to be Frank seemed not to keen to stay.
covered wth thick grass and heather where a
isnl actually bare rock. This means it's A pasta lunch and we were off at 1500h for the
amazingly tough going and I decided that I could short crossing to Poriree.
only make progress by sticking to the paths. I
then made for the summit of Rona. There was F: I found one of those beautiful lions mane
some nice hand and foot work from the summi jellyfish entwined on the anchor warp. Not
of the path to the trig point at 125 metres. Here pleasant trying to cut i free. I wrapped my hands
there was a small hut which must have unusual in a polybag in case the remaining fragments
energy requirements, for outside it, scanered could still sting.
around the summd, were a large solar panel, a
wind generator and a number of propane M: [Jellyfish apart,] breaking out the anchor
cylinders. under sail was now a smooth manoeuvre and we

cleared Acairseid Mh6r at 1515h picking up a
The weather was dry but dull. There were good southerly breeze. We had a good thrash for a
views all round but the lighting will have made while and then hours of virtual drifting in qude
the photographs rather flat and grey. thick mist and very light winds which were

extremely variable in direction. I got most
After a quick look at the ruined cottage by the frustrated and also kicked myself for not looking
harbour, I rejoined Frank at 1200h as agreed. up the tides more carefully. I had read
Rona, like all the islands we visited, merits more somewhere that tides in the Inner Sound were
time for exploration. However t needs to be very weak but this was clearly not meant to apply

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

.... ~carsi MhM Ron

Icairseid Mh6r means Big Harbour, and this one is among the most beautdul and secure natural
I

I _

Ihic_ _ t

I_ . _
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I| 

Acairseld MhOr, Rona

Acairseid Mhor means Big Harbour, and this one is among the most beautiful and secure natural
harbours in the Hebnides. The massive cliffs on the Skye shore beyond. lead to a break (top left)
which is the entrance to Portree Harbour.
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In the giassy grey sea, we see only ourselves in the grey atmosphere... There is no feature to show the
cieearness of the water, no jellyfish... no hazy outline of a cloud, no patch of blue in the bright greyness above

us"

to the narrower sounds west of Raasay. Frank
was always quite happy to drift around like this in the glassy grey sea we see only ourselves in
and watch the world go by. The troubie was the grey atmosphere, and above the brightness
there wasn't mluch to watch as visibility was of the grey surface, the distarnt grey cliffs loom,
down to a mile or less. just visible. There is no feature to show the

cleamess of the water - no jellyfish, no Beroe
F: Mike finds the caims very frustrating and ail cucumis, no hazy outline of a cloud or patch of
his racing instincts come to the fore. He's blue in the bright greyness above us, no features
c-onstantly adjusting the helm, the sails, and our of relief or erosion on the hazy cliffs, no melody
movable ballast(ourselves) to make every use of of lapping waveltes against the hufl to measure
every paipabie breath of wind, no matter what its the slow rhythm of the swell. Even the flocks of
direction, to get some way on, even d n seems to sea-birds that were always rushing past us out in
be taking us directly away from our destinatin. the Minches are absent.
I'd rather relax and sit h out or get out the
wooden engine. In all my yachting we would The Ancient Mariner comes to mind:
motor in these conditions and miss the As idle as a painted ship
tranquillity. Now I could just sit for hours gently Upon apainted ocean. 
rising and failing an the swell, on the glassy but he was parched and desperate with the
water, encircled in our own silent isiand in the scorching sun firing everything wfth colour, and I
nnist. In the featureless quiet the senses are am at peace in a worid of grey. Breathing and
sharpened - and yet sense nothing. pulse slow right down - this must be tilrapeutic-
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rocks and we can see no features beyond the
In the empty stillness someone else takes a dcffs for transits, but the need for food and rest
breath - a single loud pant. A dolphin dives about provides motivation.
a cable away. It disappears, and a few rses and
falls later we see and hear i again, effortlessly At last a wind gets up... What a day! How could I
but swritly making its way south. I am reminded have wanted to miss out on this?
of mythical fantasies of the irmmortals hamessing
the creatures of the sea. M: We finally ended the sail wih another hour of

stiff southerty breeze. It was Frank's first chance
The magic of this stillness is a very special to helm on a real sitting out reach under the
experience but eventually we must break the huge cliffs that guard the entrance to Portree
spell, We have no lights for night sailing and Harbour. A rock spi comes haff way across the
have set our minds and stomachs on a pub meal harbour entrance and is partly obscured by
at Portree - our first since Eriskay a week ago. several fish farm cages but we eventually
(Rodel hardly counts, their only offering having realised that you have to leave everything to
been incredibiy bland and textureiess, pre-boxed starboard and fairly skimmed across to the
microwaved burgers.) quayside to pick up a spare mooring at 2015h,

We later realised there were HIDB moonngs
I row for a while but we seem to make no right across the bay but they seemed relatively
progress at all against the massive cliffs of Skye exposed and far too far from the quay.
a mile or so away to starboard. Mike tries to
convince me he can see our position change Five hours for 10 miles sailing! We ate well at the
against the caves and creases we can make out, Portree House Hotel, the only place serving
and I do my best to agree. There are no buoys or meals up to 10 pm.
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Day 20: Thursday 16th July were very flukey winds and some strong gusts
around Beinn Tianavaig. We were near to a dead

Poriree Harbour to Crowlin Islands run going east and then near to close hauledgoing ESE. Down the Sound of Raasay ih was
16 miles beautdul sailing, mostly stiff breezes with

HW Ullapool 0854h 2103h occasional lulls. We were on starboard tack until
a point near Sgeir Chnapach where we tacked at

Forecast: 1535h, now in light airs. Frank took over as the
breeze rose from the south making port tack on

l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2 15 ' M .

M: Analysis of the tide tables and CCC Guide Tacking continued through the Narrows on a
showed a tidal gate on our next leg at Raasay decent breeze, coming up to strong at times. It
narrows. This would open in our favour at 1500h. was good to feel the power coming from hiking
So there was no point in leaving Portree until out on the beat. Off Churchtown Bay, Raasay,
after lunch. I noted that the buoyage direction but nearer to the Skye side just past the odd-
meant leaving green to port (twice) and red to shaped double peninsula there was quite a chop
starboard to avoid the various rocks. with the wind over tide conditions, but

Camusfeana rode it well as usual, Frank
After a morning wandering round Portree doing remarking on the fact. Raasay House looked
some shopping, we had a rather disappointing smart and tidy - not like I'd seen it aimost derelict
lunch. Back to the port we filled a water bottle in 1966.
and joined ship.

After passing the car ferry the wind fell light in
We set sail at 1415h and cleared the harbour Caol M6r but we edged past the southem end of
entrance two miles further on at 1430h. There Raasay close in by the funny little stubby

Portr_e Harbour

Framed in the side opening of the boom tent.
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Portree Harbour

Framed in the side opening of the boom tent.
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I sorted out the tent and started the dinner - most easterly of the Crowlins In fact the two
steak, mushrooms, tomatoes, savoury rice, main islands are more like one which has been
onions and garlic. spit leaving a straight narrow channel where we

and a few other yachts are sheltering. There
F: I had a quick trip ashore on the largest and must be a legend...

Pulling the tender up on to
a flat rock I was for the first
time troubled by midges - in
an instant they seemed to
be all over me, but they
have no head for heights
and left me as I climbed
through the rough heather
to the summit. The sheep I
thought seemed very tame.

A quick dash through the
midge zone and back to
Camusfearna. They donl
seem to want to fly the few
yards across the water to
the dinghy. Just as weill

M: 2250h. How I enjoyed

that meall Pears in syrup
followed and then coffee
(fresh filter of course)
though Frank had his
peppermint tea. We sat a
long time in the perfect
stillness. A ripple of air from
the north sent Camustearna
showly drifting over the
anchor reminding us to
shorten up for the falling
tide. HW is around 0930h
tomorrow so time enough to
let some out again. Cleated

off at 12 metres.

Even so l think we touched
I______________________________________________________ [the kelp in the night.

Something woke me up
Wayfarer Mark 3 tent frame anyway and I could see a

reef that had dried out in
This shows the improvised repair using the spinnaker pole (blue). The the dark. It was close
mainsail is first rolled up and tied to the boom. The frame is then enough to touch. i
assembled and the tent laid across the forward end of the boom ready shortened up to pull us into
to be unrolled along the boom and then laid over the side poles. deeper water.
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The Harb)our, Crowlin islands

The Harbour is in fact a gut separating Crowlin Mor (right) and Crowlin Meadhonach (left). The
southern end dries but the small fishing boat seen entering the Harbour sailed nght through. The
isiands in the distance are Raasay and Rona.
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Day 21: Fridy 17th July(whom we meet later in Plockton) shout aDay 21: Fridiay 1 7th July greeting to Frank,

Crowlin Islands to Plockton The greeting was in fact a warning of a forecast
8 mles Force 7. We hurried up packing but n was
HW Ullapool 0924h 2t35h (spring tide) g somehow 1230h before we weighed anchor, We
MW Ullapool 0924h 213Th (Spring tide) ran down the gut under genoa alone and raised
Forecast: Force 7 ?soon the main under the lee to the north of Crowlin

M6r at 1245h.

Wdh the strong southerly breeze Camusfearna
F: Looking for a spot to anchor last night, I was already lively on a fine reach of 120' M. At
assured Mike that the patches of weed around around 1305h the summit of Crowlin M6r bore
us were floating to the surface on the ends of 270' M and we bore away to a course of 90' M
very long stalks. He was woken in the night by which was a broad reach. At 1320h we hoisted
our gentle bumping on the rocks, cushioned by the spinnaker and had a real romp home to
the same small seaweeds. Even though we Plockton surfing and planing, probably touching
didn't do anything about it, the wind and water 8 knots plus. Eventually the beacon on the rocks
being so still, it was not a restful night. north of Eilean a Chait came into sight right on

the nose. As we came near to i we dropped the
Mike tells me I have been a very different crew spinnaker. It was 1350h so we had done six and
from Hugh who always checked Mike's passage a half miles in just over an hour. A superb sail to
plans and generally took a great interest in the end a superb three week cruise.
navigation. For me, this whoie region is so exotic
that I had no special wishes about where we We were soon rounding up into Plockton Bay. It
should go, and I relied entirely on Mike's obvious was very gusty here so we lowered the genoa to
skill and care for his vessel to keep us out of tack in. As we came in I saw Diana at the top of
danger. l didnt want to interfere -but after talking the slipway waving wildly. She and her father
to him I realise that some support in checking his had come to meet us. That evening the four of
calculations would have shared and eased the us had a celebration meal in Kyie of Lochalsh.
pressure of the responsibility. We had a lot to talk about.

M: We were up late - 0940h. After breakfast I F: What a sail we had todayl My first really
went for a short walk on Eilean Mhor. For all their memorable spinnaker ride. What a sense of
barrenness I like these islands of grass, heather power, as if we were being towed, afthough the
and bare rock, and will come back one day to sheet was beginning to burn through the skin of
explore them more thoroughly. my fingers as we swept past the nearby shore

and skimmed along, the sail responding to my
The wind is getting up. Below me I see a yacht every touch just as Mike said it would, merrily
motoring along the narrows and passing close to speeding us along to Plockton and the end
Camusfearna as it leaves. A friendly couple what a Grand Finale!
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